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Executive Summary  
“In the midst of chaos, there is also opportunity.” – Sun-Tzu 

Marketing: 

 Emergent markets breed opportunities. The combination of rapid growth, high volatility, 

market immaturity and corporate inexperience foster an environment driven in uncertainty. Within 

the disarray, however, a foundational framework for remarkable achievement lies in wait for those 

so inclined to take advantage of the opportunity. Renewable energy charging backpacks combine 

one of the retail industry’s highest grossing markets with the rapidly developing solar industry. 

The prospects of backpack market penetration promise profitability at a low systematic risk; 

combining the investment with the solar market further lowers any idiosyncratic risk. While the 

nature of the industries and macro-environmental trends are favorable to the induction of new 

manufacturers and their products, the weak public presence of both our brand (SolPower) and 

company (Sun Snakes Inc.) as well as business and supply chain partner, disadvantages our 

operations and profitability. Underdeveloped relationships, coupled with a paucity degree of 

market experience, will prove an obstacle for our new firm. To ensure the successful launch and 

life of SolPower, Sun Snakes Inc. will drive operations assiduously with ambition to maximize 

awareness, desire and interest for our product, ultimately driving consumers to action. 

 SolPower is a solar-powered backpack containing a removable, portable charger. The 

backpack additionally features a cooling material on the straps and back panel, unrivaled by any 

competitors, to enhance consumer comfort through the elimination of heat retention during periods 

of activity. SolPower will target two segments defined as Students and White Collar who range 

between the ages of 18-64, regularly use backpacks, are active and solar energy friendly. 

SolPower will be distributed through a combination of channels which vary in size. Initial retail 

investments will be made to independent stores and online channels comprised of our own website 

and Amazon store. As years progress, we will enter larger chain retailers in Year 3 (Nordstrom, 

Bass Pro Shop, and Sam’s Club) followed by mass merchants in Year 4 (Target). SolPower will 

be sold at an average retail price of $127 until Year 3, when it is sold at an average of $117 resulting 

from new channel entrance. 

Operations: 

After conducting in-depth marketing research and statistical analyses, we designed our 

operations to meet customers’ demand and optimize the production of the SolPower backpack. To 
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address their relative needs, we first developed a House of Quality (HOQ) based on results 

collected from the conducted focus group and conjoint surveys. Results indicated our cooling 

feature and long battery life proved to the consumer to be the most influential and desirable 

attributes. 

SolPower’s position as a semi-public product leads us to revere suppliers who can 

guarantee quality and offer reasonable prices. After extensive research, we decided to import most 

of our raw materials from Chinese suppliers located on the Alibaba website. Since they are 

positioned in different cities in China, we will ship materials through ports in Shanghai and 

Guangzhou that will arrive in the port of San Francisco. After that, we will transport the shipment 

to our factory headquarters in Utah. The maintenance and strengthening of our relationships among 

the supply chain will prove imperative for operational excellence. 

As the process to manufacture SolPower is very labor intensive, Utah’s relatively low 

minimum wage of only $7.25 is appealing and helps achieve locational excellence. To ensure the 

quality and consistency of our product, we utilize prevention and appraisal methodologies. To 

address prevention, we will maintain constant communications with our suppliers and customers, 

making sure we always receive the right materials at the right time that will satisfy our consumers. 

Pertaining to appraisal, we will set up various quality check points in our production process flow 

before irreversible steps. The care incorporated into each step of the production process is apparent 

through all checkpoints and discernable upon product completion. The deliverance of product 

excellence and value to our consumers is out utmost concern. 

Finance: 

In order to launch SolPower, the three named partners and Angel Investors must contribute 

collective amounts of $750,000 and $1,285,790 respectively, totaling to $2,035,790. We will 

receive $750,000 in Year 0, $989,589 in Year 1, and $296,201 in Year 2. We will require continued 

investments through Year 2 to neutralize the negative cash flows incurred in the preceding years. 

We predict that Year 3 will initiate positive free cash flows (FCF) to our company. The attainment 

of positive FCFs in Years 3 and 4 results from large retailer channel entrance. Starting in Year 5, 

our net income will decrease, due in part to the rapid obsolescence of technology and SolPower’s 

arrival in the decline phase of its’ lifecycle. Our positive FCF in Year 3 allows us to start paying a 

dividend to our investors with a full payback period of 4.26 years. By the end of Year 5, investors 

will inevitably receive the full amount they have invested. The FCF of Years 6 through 8 are 
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referenced as our last three years of operations. We do not calculate a terminal value that assumes 

indefinite continuing operations since our product life cycle is of just 8 years. 

Sun Snakes Inc. determines the NPV of SolPower to equal $1,104,115 and the FCFs result 

in a 26% Internal Rate of Return to this project. This valuation is subject to the assumptions and 

limiting conditions outlined in the exhibits and appendices of this report, but reflect the attainable 

value creation and deliverance, as well as an assurance to the capability of our firm to actualize 

agreements with investors and business partners. 

Risks Assessment and Management: 

 Every project possesses various risks; this proposition is no different in the nature of its’ 

susceptibility to unfortunate. With an acknowledgement of vulnerability, this plan effectively 

outlines the threats facing our company, and offers strategies to alleviate the severity of the 

potential situation. Major risks connected to our project include unreliable survey results, material 

price fluctuation, dysfunctional features, new fashion and technology trends, and unforeseen 

aggressive competition. All risks threaten Sun Snake Inc.’s operations and profitability. The 

variables that are of highest risk and we believe have a substantial probability of occurring are 

unreliable survey results and fluctuating material prices. Inaccuracies in market research can 

falsely predict unreasonably high demand, decreasing our projected net income if it is not met. As 

mitigation, we will increase marketing expenses to drive awareness and demand, as well as, 

encouraging potential and current customers to participate in surveys so we may accurately 

perceive demand. We will also scale back our workforce and rent as needed. Direct materials is 

the most sensitive variable on our NPV, solidifying their price fluctuation as high impact. Our 

decision to lock in prices with our suppliers in our contract and to buy forward contracts will ensure 

that we will have enough security on materials cost, to avoid considerable fluctuations in NPV. 

As metrification for the success of this mitigation plan, we ran @Risk with 15% decreased 

yearly demand which returned a negative mean for the NPV. Once implementing our mitigation, 

our mean NPV produced better result than the pre-mitigation simulation. Therefore, we believe 

our mitigation strategies are effective. 

Through the rest of this plan we will outline different potential risks that we may face and our 

mitigation plans to counteract the risks. We will also discuss the different aspects of our company 

that could negatively affect our NPV. 
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CSR Summary 

As part of our corporate social responsibility, we will donate 1% of profits to Sustainable 

Energy for All and The Clinton Foundation. Through our CSR, we hope to inform our consumers 

about world issues and pursue of renewable energy, working towards a cleaner and healthier 

planet. As the nature of our product encourages consumers to use green energy, we feel as though 

these two organizations would seamlessly incorporate our sustainability goals with the current 

projects they are pursuing. 

Sustainable Energy for All is an organization that teams up with different enterprises to 

ensure that parts of the world are not left in the dark when it comes to technological advances in 

the energy sector. In the past, they've collaborated up with organizations like the United Nations 

and the World Bank to provide energy in underdeveloped countries. Their three main objectives 

are to ensure that “everyone has access to up-to-date energy services, to double the global rate of 

energy efficiency, and to double the use of renewable energy globally.” SolPower promotes 

renewable solar energy, which aligns perfectly with Sustainable Energy’s objectives. Our company 

will donate 0.5% of profits to Sustainable Energy for All to help them achieve a more sustainable 

world by using our donations to set up solar farms in the areas they are operating in. 

Since some parts of South America are underdeveloped and students there don’t typically have the 

same opportunities, we want to work with The Clinton Foundation, specifically their program in 

Latin America and the Caribbean. They strive to implement greener technology and strengthen 

economic growth and development by reducing carbon emissions and reforesting land while 

connecting entrepreneurs with local markets. They have been installing solar panels in 

communities across Haiti. 

Our company believes in the impact education can have on future innovation and 

renewable energy sources. We believe if we invest in education today, our world will be much 

cleaner and better off. One of our target markets is Students, so we thought that it would be best 

to support a cause that our consumers could relate to.  The Clinton Foundation's drive to pursue a 

green world shows how their long-term commitment to relief and how they are a good fit for our 

organization. 

When we conducted our surveys, many who said they would definitely buy and probably 

buy our product said they were even more likely to buy our backpack because of our CSR 
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initiatives. Positive reviews on CSR initiatives increase purchase intent, due to the fact that more 

people are interested in buying the backpack when they acknowledge the value behind our product. 

SolPower is committed to and encourages environmental sustainability, which is shown through 

our product offering and CSR initiatives. We want our customers to feel as though whenever they 

buy a SolPower backpack they are helping others who are less fortunate. When someone buys a 

SolPower backpack it means they are joining the cause to move away from nonrenewable energy 

to sustainable energy, and just by using our product you will be promoting the change to 

sustainable energy.  
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OUR STORY 

SolPower was established in Boston in 2017 with one mission: to provide real, high quality 

backpacks and a brighter future for our world. Our passion to set the standard for style and 

sustainability inspired us from the start and continues to drive us today. We pride ourselves in the 

superior experience we deliver, and the long-term relationships we build with our customers. 

People choose SolPower because they know their needs will be satisfied with our brand and 

product - if they aren’t, we vow to collaborate, innovate and generate product enhancements to 

deliver the value our consumers deserve. With SolPower, you carry the sun. 

SolPower is a solar-powered 

backpack containing a removable, 

portable charger. This product 

employs a solar panel, located on the 

front of the backpack, to convert 

solar energy into electrical charge. 

Stored in an internal battery, the 

energy is transferred to a connected 

device to provide a power source for 

occasions in which access to an 

outlet is limited or nonexistent. 

The battery’s detachability enables it 

to operate as an independent portable 

charger when removed from the 

backpack. 

The backpack additionally features a 

cooling material on the straps and back panel to enhance 

consumer comfort through temperature control during periods of activity. Supplemental features 

include water-resistant fabric, multiple and practical internal compartments. Due to the variety of 

activities for which it can be utilized, SolPower is a multi-functional product. 

 
. 

 

MK Exhibit 1: SolPower Backpack 
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Mission Statement 

“Sun Snakes Inc. is a team of relentless innovators, passionate about our product, and the social 

benefits which enhance others’ lives. Our demonstration of excellence in production, genuine 

cultivating of consumer and business relationships drive our value creation and deliverance”. 

INDUSTRY TRENDS 

Various macro-environmental trends have been investigated in order to make provisions 

regarding the launch of our product. As the backpack market is highly elastic and dependent on the 

degree of disposable income, it is imperative to target consumers with the financial capability to 

purchase SolPower1. The target market must also show receptiveness and acceptance to solar 

energy in order to profit from the progressive trend to “go green.” This progression has encouraged 

a shift towards investment in renewable energy sources 2 . The enhanced encouragement for 

alternative energy is concordant with increased demand for solar supported technologies. 

As this movement continues to gain momentum, and subsequently funding, more 

convenient high-capacity batteries are being constructed to meet consumer needs. As it is well 

established, technological advances catalyze cheaper solar panel production which operates with 

enhanced efficiency3. Outdated government regulations are shown to have cost the growing solar 

industry $70 billion to date4; however, with the amassing advocacy for alternative energy funding 

by the mass population and lobbyists, governmental agencies have been increasingly receptive and 

responsive to constituent concerns. 

PRODUCT CATEGORY 

As is common among many products, SolPower can compete in various categories as solar 

charging backpacks encompass numerable traits applicable to assorted industries. Based on the 

primary function of the product, SolPower is categorized to compete in the luggage industry, out 

of which “backpacks” comprise 27% and record retail sales at $322 million per year5. 

 

                                                
1 Industry Performance: Key Drivers., IBIS World, Industry Performance: Key Drivers. 
2 McPherson, Susan. “6 CSR Trends To Watch In 2017.” Forbes, Forbes Magazine, 19 Jan. 2017,  
3 Gersh, Lewis. “The Velocity Of Obsolescence.” Forbes, Forbes Magazine, 29 July 2013,  
4  Industry Performance: Key Drivers., IBIS World, Industry Performance: Key Drivers. 
5 Types of Luggage Bought. Mintel Academic, 2012, Types of Luggage Bought. 
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Competition 

The Mythos Black by BirkSun is the backpack which most closely competes with 

SolPower. Their backpack retails at $149 on BirkSun’s website and has an overall 5-star ranking 

with 135 reviews6. From the customer reviews, roughly 96% of the customers love the backpack, 

giving it a 4-5 star rating. The common aspect people loved about the product was that the 

backpack was waterproof. One reviewer discussed that they were so confident in the waterproof 

capability, they took the backpack on water rides in Disneyland. The backpack is also 

multifunctional. Many hikers loved the backpack due to how efficient the solar panel was, which 

resulted in faster charging ability. 

The primary feature that differentiates SolPower from Mythos Black is SolPower’s cooling 

material. Many complaints about the Mythos Black were about the size of the backpack. Although 

there is a laptop compartment, some customers complained that the backpack seemed to be larger 

than it actually was. Customers also said the backpack was heavier than expected. Other than the 

Mythos Black being lighter, SolPower gives customers more value for their dollar. Compared to 

$149 for Mythos Black, SolPower features a larger battery capacity and a cooling material function 

for $127. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
6 Sun, Birk. “Mythos Black Edition.” BirkSun, 7 July 2016, www.birksun.com/collections/all-
products/products/boost-sport-mythos-black 
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OBJECTIVES 

To drive our marketing strategy, specific objectives must be set to focus all strategy aspects 

towards establishing commonality in our brand and ushering consumers to action. The following 

objectives will direct our business decisions, aid in the measurement of progress and contribute to 

the motivation of our employees. 

Sun Snakes Inc. seeks to maximize brand awareness, generate interest and desire for our 

product, and drive receivers of our marketing message to action at the lowest monetary cost. These 

aspects will be complemented by the additional objective of customer excellence to maintain a 

focus on the retention of loyal customers and provision of exceptional customer service. The 

fundamental drive for SolPower is to deliver the utmost value to our consumers through an eminent 

marketing mix of superior product, promotion, place and price to that of our competitors. 

TARGET MARKETS 

 Defining the target consumer aided us in the personalization of our marketing message and 

guide our objectives 

to reach our goals. 

Through the 

creation of a 

segmentation tree, 

the market of all 

backpack users aged 

18-64 was dissected 

and classified by 

students and working professionals. Further, to assure 

they would have a need for the basic function of our 

product, the frequency of their backpack use was mandated to be 4-7 days a week. 

Though inconsequential overall due to the miniscule effect, the city locations which 

experienced heavily overcast weather 75% of the year or more were excluded from our target 

group. This provided information as to which geographical population would be most receptive to 

SolPower’s differentiating features. Individual acceptance of solar energy established our final 

target segments. 

MK Exhibit 2: Segmentation Tree 
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Target Market 1 is defined as the Student segment. Comprised of both men and women, 

this segment pertains to students currently enrolled in higher education within the age range of 18-

22. Individuals in this segment frequently use a backpack, regularly engage in activity and identify 

as solar energy friendly. Significant attention in this segment is directed towards the style and 

utilization of backpack products. Their size is estimated at 8.06 million. 

Target Market 2 refers to the White Collar segment, encompassing both genders aged 23-

64. Members of this segment are employed in professional positions and incorporate frequent 

backpack usage in their lives. This segment has a heightened concern for comfort, and allocate 

value to exceptional operational functions. They have an amiable perspective regarding solar 

energy and amass to an approximate size of 12.02 million. The increasing trend in backpack 

utilization for the workplace environment7 makes this segment additionally attractive. 

Both segments are likely to make further use of the product outside of their school and 

work life, specifically young adults between the ages of 20 and 35. This range, though not 

separately targeted, consists of particularly attractive consumers for SolPower. Their heightened 

likelihood to engage in activities which require backpacks8 and alienate standard power sources, 

such as camping and sports, amplify SolPower’s usage alternatives and overall value. 

The solar market is expected to grow by 68% in the coming years.9 Students will be more 

receptive to the increased availability and abundance of solar products in the market. Therefore, 

we assumed that this segment will grow at a 3% rate throughout the life of our project. This does 

not apply to our White Collar segment, whose participants are less receptive to changes in the 

market offerings, based on the recognition of personal aversions to new conceptions people 

experience, most notably as they age10. To avoid over-inflated perceived product acceptance, we 

chose to utilize a lesser growth rate for this segment. We applied the general US population growth 

rate of 0.07%11 to project the size of this segment throughout the years (Appendix A: Target 

                                                
7 Gallagher,Jacob.“Why ExecsAreDitchingTheir Briefcases.”The Wall Street Journal,DowJones&Company, 2017, 
8 Industry Performance: Key Drivers., IBIS World, Industry Performance: Key Drivers. 
9 “Solar Industry Data.” SEIA, Solar Energy Industry Association, 2017, www.seia.org/solar-industry-data. 
10 Bell, David C. “Constructing Social Theory.” Constructing Social Theory, Rowman&Littlefield,2009,p. 288–292. 
11 Colby,Sandra L,“Projections of Size and Composition of the U.S. Population:2014-2060.” Census.Gov,2015,  
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Market Adjustment). In subsequent years, Students conserve their 3% development rate, while 

White Collar growth slows to 0.07% (AppendixB: Target Market Adjustment). 

PRODUCT: MARKET RESEARCH 
Interviews 

Initial market research was conducted through targeted one-on-one interviews (Appendix 

B: Interview Note). Initially, these interviews questioned the participant on their allocation of value 

and their purchase and behavioral habits. This aided us in determining relevant attributes of our 

product and understanding the general market. These preliminary interviews relayed to the team 

that it is common for an individual to carry a portable charger when they are traveling and are 

responsive to the idea of solar energy. A majority of respondents also conveyed their preference 

for design over functionality and communicated excitement when presented with SolPower’s 

cooling feature, but lacked a comprehensive understanding regarding how it works. 

Ensuing interviews pertained to more specific product attributes and addressed the creative 

aspects of our integrated marketing communications. As SolPower progressed from an initial 

concept to a concrete design, it was essential that supplementary interviews be conducted to 

appropriately reflect the updated prototype and consumer preferences. The results yielded from 

the second round of interviews revealed consistency in fashion importance, but additionally 

demonstrated the significance of product functionality: most prominently in the White Collar 

segment (learned through interviews). The adaptation in product design towards fashion and 

professionalism through minimizing the panel observability is seen in MK Exhibit 3: Initial 

Product Design and MK Exhibit 1: SolPower Backpack. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MK Exhibit 3: Initial Product Design                                    MK Exhibit 1: SolPower Backpack 
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In regards to creative marketing, consumers suggested to change substantial focus of our 

ads to relaying product benefits, rather than containing explicit feature descriptions. They also 

showed a preference for a dust bags when compared to a traditional paper shopping bag. SolPower 

responded with the creation of our branded dust bag to be delivered with the online purchase of 

our backpack. 

MK Exhibit 4: Shopping Bag Samples 

Focus Group 

The focus group study was conducted using projective techniques, encouraging 

participants to convey their underlying attitudes and feelings. This method provided genuine initial 

reactions to SolPower, as well as perspectives on offerings of competitors. The recorded session 

excluded the White Collar segment, as only those in the Student market were in attendance 

(Appendix C: Focus Group Note). The session revealed customers are looking for durability, 

functionality, and style. They typically purchase backpacks in the beginning of the school year and 

continue to use it until the product becomes significantly worn out or inevitably breaks. Further, 

they use backpacks every weekday and often on the weekends. The movement from in-store 

shopping to online purchases was a common trend among the group, further supported by industry 

data12. 

Social Media Listening 

Listening to social media communities provided an insightful source to gain information. 

The establishment of virtual communities of online networks offered particularly valuable 

intelligence as social media contributors are often blunt in their provision of product opinions. 

                                                
12 PricewaterhouseCoopers. “2017 Total Retail Survey.” PwC, www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/retail-
consumer/total-retail.html. 
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Through the following of social media, team members vigilantly monitored the sentiment of the 

interactive and observed groups. Sentiment mining was conducted through mediums such as 

Google Trends13 and SocialMention.Com. 

The utilization of peer-to-peer consumer mediated marketing revealed information which 

supported the notion that customers desire water-resistant material and care significantly about the 

appearance of the product. Through active tracking of social media channels, discussions regarding 

competitor products revealed that consumers value being able to charge their phone on the go 

enabling constant connection to their various social media platforms. These trends were applied to 

the positioning maps and the Operations Team implemented relevant aspects into the product to 

maximize the fulfillment of consumer needs. 

From our interactions with potential consumers, we perceived a recurrent theme of the 

importance of positive online reviews. Positive social media reviews serve as a primary influencer 

of consumer purchase intent, to take advantage of the opportunity to raise awareness and intensify 

interest in SolPower, Sun Snakes Inc. must  maintain a particular adherence to sentiment mining. 

 

MK Exhibit 5: Positioning Maps 

Retailer Visits 

Though consumer research revealed notable information relevant to the marketing strategy, 

it was imperative to conduct a dialogue with intermediaries. Visits to potential target retail 

locations exposed the perspective of the retailer, enhanced comprehension of their supply chain 

management, and further explained consumer purchase and consumption behavior. Managers 

                                                
13 “Explore Search Interest for Backpacks by Time, Location and Popularity on Google Trends.”Google Trends, 
Google, trends.google.com/trends/explore?q=backpacks. 
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divulged that backpack sales constitute a large portion of overall retail sales. The substantial 

transactions earn backpacks “prime real estate” in store layout design and heighten interest on the 

part of the sales associate. A manager14  described the buying process as an investment for 

purchasers, supported by research which suggesting repurchase of backpacks every three years15 

described the buying process as an investment for purchasers, further supported by the discovery 

that consumers repurchase backpacks every three years (General Appendix A: Consumer Survey). 

The buying process is shown to be further enhanced through the experience of physically 

exploring a store. Consumers appreciate the ability to examine the product without making 

assumptions regarding details such as material consistency and size, and the intimate attention 

provided by the staff. This personalization permits the consumer to ask direct and specific 

questions and receive immediate feedback. The direct exposure to the product, coupled with the 

hospitable relationship established with the seller strengthens purchase probability. 

Online and Research Limitations 

Online research proved to be the most reliable source of information. The access to 

databases, such as the US census and IBIS World, permitted a compilation of in depth and accurate 

intelligence addressing competition and industry data. Our questionnaire results are not all-

encompassing of our entire target markets due to the limited number of one-hundred-fifty potential 

consumers reached. Due to the reach restraint, assumptions made based on questionnaire 

conclusions may present results divergent from true market reactions. This effect would be most 

notable in the calculation of purchase intent and the interpretation of the consumers preferred 

features. This would in turn skew the allocation of funds in the marketing budget to be 

disproportionately distributed in awareness generating facets. 

 

 

 

                                                
14 Karen Schechtman, Assistant General Manager: Operations, Saks Fifth Avenue (October 28, 2017)  
15 Survey results indicated our product has a life span of approximately three years in response to the question “how 
often do you buy a new backpack?” (Appendix #: Consumer Survey). 
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MK Exhibit 6: Logo and Slogan 

PROMOTION: INTEGRATED MARKETING CHANNELS 

 To provide a cohesive brand image, Sun Snakes 

Inc. designed a logo to be applied to all advertisements. 

The logo represents our brand name through a hidden 

“S-O-L” in the box-like structure and the charged 

battery to symbolize “power.” The colors of green and 

blue utilized in the logo are synonymous with eco-

friendly engagement, supported by the allusion to 

recycling displayed by the cyclical style of the logo. 

The accompanying slogan “Carry the Sun” literally and 

figuratively describe our product: a backpack carries 

your items and a solar panel harnesses energy from the sun. 

Throughout deliberations of targeted channel subsidiaries which we plan to become 

involved in, the target market parallels between our target segments and those of potential channel 

subsets became a primary factor. A stronger correlation between the target segments will maximize 

awareness and our investment. 

Magazines 
The magazine advertisement will 

appeal to both Students and White Collars 

through a display of SolPower as means to 

achieve success. The reference to the 

infamous movie,” Wolf of Wall Street” 

relates to ambition and style; addressing the 

value of fashion and the enterprising 

characteristics of our segments. 

Print advertisements will be placed 

in magazines starting in Year 3. Based on the 

parameters of optimal audience and reach, Kiplinger Personal Finance, The New York Sunday 

Times and The LA Times magazines were chosen as partners in advertising. Each magazine will 

display a full page, color advertisement in circulation for the months of May and December to take 

MK Exhibit 7: Sample Magazine Ad 
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advantage of the initiation of the summer season as well as the holiday season. The exception lies 

in the LA Times which will be published only Thursday-Friday in those months. 

Kiplinger Personal Finance reaches individuals with discretionary spending ability who 

would both appreciate and afford our product. Kiplinger has established customer loyalty through 

meticulous customer relationship management (CRM) system, maintaining a customer base of 

nearly 6 million “money-savvy, wealthy individuals each month across all platforms.16” The 

publication also attracts an affluent audience, ranking first in percentage of high net worth 

investors online, and second in overall net worth. Their readers are highly engaged; as Kiplinger’s 

media page cites, “95% [of customers] pay for their subscription” and “94% take action as a result 

of Kiplinger content17.” 

The New York Times Magazine identifies itself as a mode to deliver “excellent, thought-

provoking literary journalism in a sophisticated but approachable environment, 18 ” with 122 

Pulitzer Prizes (the most earned by any newspaper) to support their claim. The Times’ well 

established and respected reputation has earned the trust of their readers regarding their published 

content. The Sunday Magazine 

published by the Times reaches 23 

million highly educated readers 

through print and online across the 

nation. The Times defines their 

readers as “thought leaders, experts 

and influencers. 19 ” Statistics from 

the Ipsos Affluent Survey 

concluded 76% of Sunday Magazine readers take the lead in decision-making and 59% of readers 

are influencers on 3 or more subjects. It is essential to capitalize on social factors of the consumer 

decision process, since it is imperative to gain the interest and support of influencers and leaders 

in decision making. The purchase power of those two groups aids in building awareness for 

                                                
16 “Personal Finance Magazine.” Kiplinger Media Kit, 14 Nov. 2017, www.kiplingermediakit.com/personal-finance-
magazine/. 
17“Personal Finance Magazine.” Kiplinger Media Kit, 14 Nov. 2017, www.kiplingermediakit.com/personal-finance-
magazine/.  
18 The New York Times Media Kit, nytmediakit.com/sunday-magazine. 
19 Ibid 
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SolPower, as well as impacting, guiding, and ultimately making the final decision to buy. 

Additionally, over 50% of Sunday Magazine readers are cited to be innovators of the new product 

development’s adopter group (Appendix E: New Product Diffusion), as they are the first to try new 

products and services. Through word of mouth and reviews, this group will further build awareness 

and incentivize action. 

The LA times is a top 5 daily newspaper in the US. They are the largest newspaper 

distributor in Southern California, which is a key target city for our product. LA Times cites the 

source of their distinctiveness as resulting from, “community influence, positive social 

contribution and dedication to its role as a defender of the civic trust.20” This methodology has 

earned the Times a Pulitzer Prize and a high degree of credibility regarding their content among 

readers. The LA Times maintains a large portfolio of products 21 , allowing our product to 

cohesively advertise with varying product 

categories, while establishing uniqueness and 

minimizing comparative competition. Their consumers are ranked in the #1 entertainment market, 

#1 manufacturing market and as the #1 international trade capital of America22. This will ensure 

our advertisement reaches an audience with vast buying power. 

Outdoor Advertising 

Outdoor advertisements will be conducted through utilization of large posters strategically 

placed on university campuses, subway stops, financial districts and shopping malls in ten targeted 

cities (MK Exhibit 9: Outdoor Advertisement). The chosen locations reflect where our target 

markets are most abundant. Each location will run the ad for two months to capitalize on the 

holiday season and adhere to academic schedules in each city. We pay attention to academic 

schedules because from the previous researches, especially Google trends (MK Exhibit 10: Google 

Trend), we found that students tend to purchase backpacks one month before the school year starts. 

Choice of targeted cities came from the city’s degree of heat and sunshine to push the 

benefits of the cooling material and solar panel. Denser populations and high traffic in these areas 

will increase and intensify the reach of our marketing campaigns, generating greater awareness. 

                                                
20 LA times. “LA Times.” LA Times Rate, http://mediakit.latimes.com/Media/LosAngelesTimesMediaKit/2017 
21 Ibid 
22 Ibid 

MK Exhibit 8: New Product Diffusion 
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MK Exhibit 10: Google Trend 
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MK Exhibit 9: Outdoor Advertisement - Location and Time Advertised 
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This sample subway poster replicates a pamphlet distributed at fairs, events and trade shows. Though 

consumer research showed a preference for simpler ads without extensive and functional detail, a subway 

stop presents a valuable opportunity to inform consumers of all product benefits, and describe additional 

features while the patron waits for their train. Our CSR initiatives are predominantly displayed in the 

poster and related pamphlet. Results from survey analysis, indicated consumers were more inclined to 

purchase our product (MK Appendix K: Purchase Intent) once being made aware of our CSR programs.  

Ads placed on university campuses 

will display a student in two 

scenarios: one in which they do not 

have SolPower and their phone dies 

throughout the day, the student is 

hunched to display their device’s, as 

well as their own depleted energy. In 

the second scenario, the student is 

wearing SolPower and maintains a 

full device charge and positive 

attitude throughout the day.  

 MK Exhibit 11: Sample University Ad 

 

MK Exhibit 12: Sample Subway Ad 
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MK Exhibit 13: Sample Mall Ad 

 

MK Exhibit 14: Sample Financial District Ad 

 

The financial districts of target 

cities are highly trafficked on a 

regular basis by White Collars, 

ensuring targeted exposure. This 

ad appeals to the younger 

generation of working 

professionals, potentially even 

recent graduates of Students. The 

benefit promoting ad suggests 

SolPower is the medium to bring 

you success in the office: keeping 

clean, and cool in your career.  

 

The billboard ad near shopping 

centers is targeted at both Students 

and White Collar segments. This 

shows a more abstract portrayal of 

the product accompanied by our 

logo and slogan to quickly grab the 

attention of passers-by and 

enhance repeated exposure to our 

slogan and logo; constructing 

consumers’ top of mind awareness 

for the SolPower brand. 
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Fairs and Events 

Fairs and events present an opportunity to reach consumers and business alike at a lower 

cost to trade shows. At these events, we will be able to conduct demonstrations of our product and  

hand out pamphlets with information regarding our product features, operations and CSR. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MK Exhibit 16: Sample Pamphlet 

MK Exhibit 15: Sample Exhibitor Booth 
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Solar Energy: Disrupt MIAMI@Downtown 

Solar energy is among the fastest growing industries. The involvement in a conference 

series which promotes and educates both consumers and businesses in the various aspects and 

apprehension of solar energy will enhance SolPower’s deliverance of value. The event takes place 

in Miami, FL in an environment permeated with our target segments establishing an ideal location 

for effective product promotion. 

Business Expo 2017	

This expo, occurring in New York City, is the largest and most established B2B business 

expo in the Northeast. The collaboration of small business and executives will enhance SolPower’s 

competitive advantage and vendor engagement. As SolPower is based in Utah and has targeted 

cities primarily in the southern and western region of the US, networking with businesses from 

various industries rooted in the Northeast will expand the firm’s reach and connections across the 

country. 

Solar Business Festival 2017: Conference and Exhibition	

As the leading solar conference and exhibition in Texas, this Austin based exposition is an 

ideal opportunity to network in a primary target state.  The B2B focus on relationships across 

various industries includes manufacturers, services providers, energy efficiency companies, and 

C&I facility managers. Building relationships and gaining insights into the solar business in the 

heart of one of the market's fastest growing states is extremely enticing. The erudition of attendees 

can greatly aid in SolPower’s ability to obtain and maintain operational excellence, providing 

value to consumers and members of the supply chain. The purchase of an advertisement in the 

conference pamphlet combined with the branding and advertisement included with an exhibition 

booth, will enhance our overall awareness. 

Solar Fest 2017	

This San Antonio, TX based family oriented “fair-style” event is dedicated to renewable 

energy and energy efficiency. Creating a firm image based on relational orientation will instigate 

and increase the relationship SolPower maintains with customers. Identifying as a firm ensuring 

the satisfaction and well-being of consumers will also aid in building and maintaining a loyal 

customer base to build customer excellence 
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4th International Conference on Green Energy & Expo	

The scope of Green Energy 2017, located in Las Vegas, NV, is to bring the advancements 

in the field of renewable energy and environmental sciences to the attention of the vendors which 

is most concerns. Participants from the industry promote their products inspired by and based on 

renewable energy. The salient attributes of SolPower relevant to conference attendees primarily 

relate to the utilization of solar energy. As most individuals present will be innovators in the field, 

it is likely lead users will provide valuable input regarding potential modifications to the product, 

enhancing the product excellence. 

2018 AEE Solar Dealer Conference	

This trade show style expo located in San Diego, CA is saturated with top manufacturers. 

The primary objective in attending a conference with other manufacturers is to share and gain 

valuable information about consumers and competitors in the industry. This knowledge, coupled 

with the insights from the macro environment, can be spread across SolPower’s departments to 

drive strategic planning. By staying vigilant of developments in the wider environment, the firm 

can respond efficiently to drive the value of the product and the company overall. 

San Diego Solar Expo 

San Diego presents as one of the fastest growing solar markets. The California Solar Power 

Expo gathers the Southern California solar and storage supply chains in an interactive marketplace. 

The in-booth demonstrations, promoted on the expo’s mobile app, will enable consumers to 

understand the product and reduce SolPower’s perceived complexity while enhancing the 

observability, thus increasing product diffusion. The potential to cultivate strong supplier 

relationships also poses as an invaluable opportunity.  As we are new merchandisers attempting to 

promote and sell a new product, the prospective of exclusive rights, special terms of purchase, or 

unique supply access derived from the expo are extremely attractive. 
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Online 

Online marketing initiates in Year 0 with the creation of our website, however no 

maintenance costs are incurred until Year 2. Online marketing comprises 25% of the entire 

marketing budget which will be allocated among Direct Marketing through Kiplinger e-mail 

programs, social media, our own website, Google AdWords, and banner ads. 

Kiplinger sends a stand-alone e-mail containing a dedicated message or ad-post to targets 

subscribers at one send per week which yields an average 3% click through rate. The direct 

marketing provides our target market with a specific and personalized message to clearly convey 

our marketing message. Additionally, as Kiplinger is a targeted magazine, the additional 

impressions from direct marketing will enhance top-of-mind awareness. 

Google AdWords enhances web engagement and online purchases through targeted 

customer attraction and action incentive. This mitigates the gap between online browsing and in-

store visits through increased consumer communication efficiency. The influence on consideration 

delivered by AdWords assists in driving user action and increasing awareness.	

Based on questionnaire result analysis, it was determined that SolPower’s target markets 

value and are influenced by online reviews. Ensuring a strong presence online through reviews 

and testimonials on SolPower’s own website (MK Appendix G: Website Page) as well as Amazon 

and other online channels is imperative to the product’s success. Additionally, promoting our 

product through banner ads, specifically on Amazon and Google, will incentivize consumers to 

view our product and read reviews. With the positive encouragement of feedback from other 

consumers, they will be more inclined and driven to purchase. 

PR and Blogs 

Further spread positive reviews, public relation measures will be in place to artfully 

position favorable testimonials, reviews, and posts through various magazines and blogs. To 

ensure we reach our target markets, articles in university presses will be targeted along with 

BuzzFeed, The Healthy Hangover, And Now This, College Tourist and Students.Com to solidify 

exposure to our Students segment. To influence our White Collar segment, we will target 

Corporette, The Penny Holder, Wall Street Oasis, and Life at Work. The influence of these avenues 

will ensure our target market has exposure not just to the benefits of our product, as most of our 

advertisements highlight, but also the in-depth descriptions and real-life experiences of consumers.
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 Social media provides additional public relations mediation at a lower cost to outsourcing. 

SolPower currently operates a Facebook23 and Instagram24 account (MK Appendix E: Instagram 

Account, MK Appendix F: Facebook Account) to interact personally with our follower base. The 

direct communication between Sun Snakes Inc. and consumers enhance the efficiency of customer 

relations and greatly reduces the noise of competition. As the survey results indicated online 

reviews and media presence as an influence and purchase-decision-making factor, the maintenance 

of our brand and marketing message through social channels are essential; Students specifically 

acknowledged an increase in interest and initiation of firm relationships facilitated by social media. 

Radio 

National Public Radio establishes a set of programs which are aired by over 1,000 

independent member stations across the U.S. Two-thirds of stations are licensed to or are affiliated 

with universities. This provides increased access to the Student target segment. NPR is the leading 

provider of noncommercial news, information and entertainment programming to the American 

public with 30.2 million weekly listeners for NPR programming and newscasts. This ensures the 

reach of our product advertisement is incredibly influential, as 76% of listeners hold a more 

positive view of NPR sponsor companies. 

NPR’s user base has been categorized by their organization into various groups applicable 

to SolPower’s target segments25. The “Business Leader” profile includes individuals working in 

top management as well as B2B decision makers who could potentially benefit the supply chain 

of SolPower. As 52% of listeners hold a college degree or higher and 80% are reported to engage 

in regular physical activity, specifically backpacking and hiking, SolPower is perfectly positioned 

to the “Educated Lifelong Learner,” “Sustainability Champion” and “Curious Explorer.” The 

listener category of “Tech Trendsetter” additionally delivers a tech-savvy audience considered to 

be “category influential consumers” of new technology. 

NPR is not a commercial station, therefore any commercials aired are regulated by the 

FCC. Their policy states that commercials must be non-promotional with no mention of price or 

superlatives. The strictly informative advertisement of product features and purchase location 

                                                
23 Facebook: @SolPowerBackpack 
24 Instagram: @SolPower_CarryTheSun 
25 “This Is NPR.” NPR, Cross-Platform Audience Profiles, June 2017 
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coupled with NPR’s established prestige will enhance consumer trust and purchase probability. 

This is further supported by the statistic of 76% of listeners who take action based on an NPR 

sponsored announcement26. 

Trade Shows 

Trade shows are an imperative aspect to building and maintaining business-to-business 

relationships and recruiting buyers for our product. As an exhibitor at these shows, SolPower will 

have our own booth to serve as a conferencing location with other business, buyers, and suppliers. 

The booth utilized, as well as the distributed pamphlet, will be identical to those used in fairs and 

events to further establish commonality and branding. 

NRF 2018 National Retail Association27 

Located in New York, NY, this trade show offers vast exposure with 35,000 total attendees 

of which 76% are based in the US. With 3,488 retail companies represented and 13,000 attending 

retailers, influential decision makers in influential retailer groups will be familiarized with 

SolPower. This is particularly beneficial for our company as 84 of the top 100 retail companies 

attended “Retailer’s Big Show” in 2017. 

ASD Market Week28 

In Las Vegas, ASD Market Week is one of the largest and most comprehensive B2B trade 

shows. Of the 45,000 attendees, 98% are reported to have large quantity purchasing power with 

$82,500 of product purchased on average per buyer. 88% of buyers are domestic, ensuring a strong 

US presence relevant to our operations. ASD incorporates a component of the show called “Source 

Direct Trade Show” which provides a unique opportunity to purchase wholesale goods directly 

from overseas; potentially decreasing our supply costs. 

Outdoor Retailer Summer Market29	

To ensure we are catering to specific markets, attendance at the Outdoor Retailer Summer 

Market in Denver, CO will allow us access to leading B2B outdoor sports retailers, representatives, 

suppliers and leaders. The conference includes training sessions, leadership seminars and 

                                                
26 NPR, NPR, www.npr.org/news/specials/fcc/index.html. 
27 “The Big Show.” NRF Annual 2018: Exhibitor, 2017, 
28 “ASDLV.” Why Exhibit | Sell Anything. Sell Everything. Here. | ASD Online, 2017, 
www.asdonline.com/exhibitor/why-exhibit/. 
29 “About.” About | Trends in the Outdoor Sports Industry | Outdoor Retailer, 
www.outdoorretailer.com/show/about/. 
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educational opportunities to further inform us of the outdoor market which is a subset of our 

primary targets. The connections made at this trade show will encourage new orders and spread 

awareness of our product among outdoor retailers. 

Trade Magazines 

Trade Show News Network (TSNN)30 

As the Trade Show News Network circulates seven newsletters targeted at different 

markets, we will advertise in the Expo Files E-Newsletter which is most specific to our product 

category. Monthly Releases of the e-newsletter is sent to 70,000 subscribers with a subscription 

base inclusive of trade show organizers, exhibitors, suppliers and promotional product 

professionals and our main retailer target of department stores. The publication in printed 

circulation is designed to target and draw retailers to trade shows in which SolPower will be 

displayed 

PROMOTION: METRICS FOR EFFECTIVENESS 

The communication process between the firm and consumers is an indispensable mode of 

metrication for the effectiveness of communications 31 .  As consumers decode and interpret 

messages differently based on their respective personal experiences with the advertisement, it is 

imperative to adjust the message depending on the medium employed. While broadly popular 

appeals will reach a larger audience with more accuracy, the marketing department’s methodology 

for encoding the message for transmission will primarily be tailored to the targeted segments. 

To optimize awareness, interest and desire, the various marketing channels will be 

employed through the IMC Schedules (Appendix F: IMC Schedules Years 1-5). In an effort to 

mitigate noise interfering with the accurate deliverance of the marketing message, the mediums 

will be regulated meticulously to ensure there is no flaw in the method itself. To combat 

competitors’ obstructive messages, the marketing department must be attentive to their position 

by regularly updating positioning maps which depict location and mode of advertisement, as well 

as demand. Further, a clear and concise message will attenuate misconceived messages on the part 

of the consumer. 

                                                
30 “Subscribe | TSNN Trade Show News.” Expo-Files Newsletter, 2017,www.tsnn.com/subscribe 
31 Sahney, Sangeeta. “Http://Nptel.ac.in/Courses/110105029/Pdf%20sahany/Module.6-30.Pdf.” Consumer 
Behavior, Module, no. 6, 2017, doi:10.18411/a-2017-023. 
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The consumer correspondence with the firm is vital in the assessment of efficiency in the 

marketing communication. The CRM of the feedback loop will safeguard the precision of the 

delivered message content. Furthermore, the responsiveness of the customer service center in 

communication with potential and existing customers will enhance the overall experience for the 

consumer and create brand loyalty. 

The basic metrics employed to establish the effectiveness of our communications include 

the total awareness generated by advertisements, conversions from online purchases, and 

conversions registered in the cities which we have targeted with our outdoor advertising. In order 

to more accurately measure the awareness generated by each mode of promotion, when customers 

make a purchase on our website, they will be prompted with a short questionnaire inquiring as to 

“how you heard about us.” They will be provided a checklist of the communication methods we 

have in operation and asked to select which modes created awareness for our product. The options 

will include: billboards, online advertising, social media, print media, radio, and friends and 

family. The information provided from this questionnaire will enlighten the marketing department 

as to which modes of communication are most or least influential and respond by reallocating the 

marketing budget to reflect the most effective awareness generating methods. 

PLACE: CHANNELS SELECTED 

To establish selected 

channels of distribution, a retail 

environment specifically 

corresponding to our product was 

created. The backpack industry has 

not yet managed to elude the 

inescapable trend of migration 

towards e-commerce which 

overwhelmingly contributes to 

backpack retail sales. After making 

the adjustment of online sales to 

12%, the most dominant retailer channels             MK Exhibit 17: Profile of Retail Environment 
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were mass marketers and wholesale clubs. The targeted retailers in those groups include Target 

which will be entered in Year 4 and Sam’s Club to be entered in Year 3. Also entered in Year 3 

are the department store and outdoor retailer channels encompassing Nordstrom and Bass Pro 

Shop. Independent retailers will be utilized all five years as will online channels, comprised of 

Amazon and our personal website. Selected retailers reflect stores which our target segments most 

frequent and are most compatible with SolPower’s branding, returning greater volumes of sales. 

PRICE: CHANNEL REQUIREMENTS 

Based on questionnaire results, an optimal retail price of $127 was constructed from the 

purchase intent responses and resulting demand curve. As time progresses through the SolPower 

project, alternative channels will be entered and the average retail price is predicted to fall to $117 

by Year 3 and remain constant through Year 5. The devaluation of SolPower is not reflective of a 

debasement of quality, but rather a consequence of entering new channels. Due to the drop in price, 

a new analogized purchase intent was determined through utilization of the demand curve to 

parallel the new retail price (MK Appendix K: Purchase Intent). Although questionnaire results 

showed no inclination for re-purchase intention, market research indicated consumers purchase a 

new backpack an average of every three years. This paradigm, coupled with a lower price and 

consumer excellence, may incentivize an individual to re-purchase. Each channel operates at 

varying margins which adjusts manufacturers selling price and the retail price 

Channel conflict research exposed that SolPower’s primary competitors are almost 

exclusively sold online. This equips the firm with a strong competitive advantage as SolPower will 

be sold in a combination of brick-and-mortar stores as well as online. However, selling online 

ushers a concern regarding dual distribution consequences, as we are in effect competing with our 

retailers for sales conversions. Additionally, it is essential to monitor the saturation of selected 

intermediaries within a geographical location; as a particular location becomes increasingly 

permeated with retailers carrying our product, some retailers will choose not to compete and 

decline to be a vendor of SolPower. The partial treatment of retailers will further threaten channel 

conflict as separate retailers command varying margins, our markup on cost will fluctuate 

depending on the selected retailer. This differentiation in manufacturer’s selling price may cause 

friction in relationships among supply chain partners. This effect is most notable in year three as 
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we enter the new channels of large chain stores and in year 4 as we begin to sell to mass merchant, 

affecting independent retailers most strikingly (Appendix G: Sales Force Calculation). 

MK Exhibit 18: Retailer Margins 
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To most effectively mitigate potential conflicts, we will establish common goals among 

the supply chain. These goals include the deliverance of value to the customer to enhance consumer 

excellence as well as a focus on the amount of sales converted. The commonality in objectives 

among our channels will supplemental aid in unification and consonance of our brand. Latent and 

actual conflict will be addressed by the creation of an internal sales force in Year 3. The 

representative of the firm will visit headquarters and foremost storefronts to effectively maintain 

relationships with our retailers. 

As large chain retailer channels are not entered until Year 3, Years 1 and 2 will require 

only outsourced manufacturer’s representatives as a sales force who require a 10% commission on 

sales (MK Appendix x: Sales Force Calculation. To determine the optimal sales revenue at which 

we would benefit from hiring an internal sales force, we first calculated how many sales 

representatives would be required. Based on the employee’s available hours and the hours required 

for store visits to maintain strong B2B relationships yielded a sales force of one. The cost of a 

single sales-person includes a salary of $75,000 per year with an 8% yearly growth and a 2% 

commission. These parameters developed the most advantageous sales revenue at which to switch, 

occurring in Year 3 at $937,500 (Appendix G: Sales Force Calculation). We will still employ a 

manufacturer’s representative in all five years however to address independent retailers. 
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

SolPower is a backpack that collects solar energy through solar panels and charges a 

portable battery, included with it. The back and the straps of the backpack have a cooling material 

that helps with temperature control when you are using it. From our research, we learned that when 

backpacks include solar panels, they tend to radiate more heat since they attract solar energy.32 

Our product aims to combine commercialized technology with consumer needs to tackle the 

everyday struggle of charging devices on the go. 

Prior to the final design, the team ventured to create a backpack jointly utilizing kinetic 

and solar energy. As research ensued, it became apparent that kinetic energy would not be a viable 

charging source due to the limited energy it generated33 Therefore, we would not be able to justify 

the additional price of a kinetic energy charger, so it did not make sense to include it in our project. 

We alternatively decided to add the cooling material feature to our product, as this was lacking in 

the marketplace and would counteract the generation of heat by the solar panel.34 Furthermore, 

many members of our team had experienced the problem of having a sweaty back when using 

backpacks, which is why we decided to add this feature to our product. 

HOUSE OF QUALITY 

The House of Quality (HOQ) is a 

diagram that relates customer needs to 

engineering characteristics. For our HOQ 

(OM Appendix A: House of Quality), 

insights from marketing questionnaires 

and focus groups in combination with the 

Kano model 35 , helped us determine 

which features to consider and how to 

rank them. 

                                                
32 Maurer, Caroline. “The Best Solar-Powered Camping Gear for Your Next Summer Adventure.” Solar Power 
Authority, Solar Power Authority, 15 June 2017, www.solarpowerauthority.com/10-useful-solar-powered-camping-
gadgets/.  
33 Seo, Michael. “Infinity Cell Lets You Charge Your iPhone Simply By Shaking It.” TechCrunch, TechCrunch, 23 
Apr. 2013, techcrunch.com/2013/04/23/infinity-cell-lets-you-charge-your-iphone-simply-by-shaking-it/.  
34 Ibid 
35 Kim, Jay, OM4 Quality Function Deployment. pptx, 11 Sept, 2017   

OM Exhibit 1: Kano Model 
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In our focus group, most of the participants had experienced a sweaty back when using a 

backpack (MK Appendix B: Focus Group). When respondents were made aware of the cooling 

material of our backpack, they responded enthusiastically, stating it was unlike anything they had 

seen in the marketplace. Additionally, in our marketing questionnaire, 64% of respondents either 

somewhat agreed or strongly agreed that they sweat while using a backpack, and 73% of 

respondents either somewhat agreed or strongly agreed that it bothers them when they sweat 

wearing a backpack (General Appendix A: Consumer Survey). Given this and the fact that the 

cooling material is one of the differentiating attributes of our product, we believe the cooling 

material is an order winner or "excitement" attribute (OM Exhibit 1: Kano Model). Therefore, we 

gave this feature the highest relative importance of 23% (OM Appendix A: House of Quality). 

The solar panel and portable charger are two of the main features of our project, therefore 

we assigned them a higher percentage of relative importance comparative to other variables. 

Additionally, we choose a long battery life and fast charging speed as characteristics important to 

our consumer. We allocated the former 18% relative importance and the latter 16% relative 

importance. As these features differentiate our product from a typical backpack, they are defined 

as "performance" attributes. Functionality of these features enhances to the consumer’s experience 

with our product (OM Exhibit 1: Kano Model). 

Conversely, we gave a light weight, small battery size, durable zipper, water resistance, 

and sturdy strap a lower relative importance as these are order qualifiers or "basic" attributes. This 

means that customers expect them in a product, otherwise they would not purchase it (OM Exhibit 

1: Kano Model). Therefore, we need to include these attributes regardless. 

BILL OF MATERIALS 

 
OM Exhibit 2: Bill of Materials Product Structure Tree 
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Materials and technology required to manufacture our backpack constitute the largest 

percent of costs of goods sold (COGS) for all five years (OM Appendix B: Cost Structure). 

Although our product is relatively innovative, materials are commoditized, and highly affordable. 

We use fifteen main materials to produce our backpack, with multiple materials being reused in 

its different parts (OM Exhibit 2: Bill of Materials Product Structure Tree). The amount of 

materials and shipment quantities relied on the dimensions of our bag: 17.3 inches by 12 inches 

by 8 inches (OM Appendix E: Assumptions). The majority of materials incorporated in the 

production are imported from various Chinese suppliers from Alibaba; the exception being a 

supplier of the exterior fabric from Pennsylvania (OM Appendix D: Supplier Information). Our 

suppliers were chosen on the basis of price, quality, availability of production certifications, and 

minimum order quantity. We decided to make our product with premium features as this is what 

respondents preferred in our conjoint analysis (QM Exhibit 1: Part-Worths of Attributes from 

Conjoint Analysis). 

Our Bill of Materials (BOM) is divided into three main components: backpack, solar 

charger, and packaging (OM Exhibit 2: Bill of Materials Product Structure Tree). We chose a 

monocrystalline solar panel which, based on our research, had the highest efficiency rate.36 The 

relatively small size of our panel necessitates high efficiency. Regarding the portable battery, many 

of our competitors employ a battery that holds just up to 3,000 mAh of charge (OM Appendix A: 

House of Quality). To attract more consumers, we selected the battery that holds up to 12,000 mAh 

of charge. 

In order to protect the electrical components of our backpack, we had to find a suitable 

water-resistant fabric as the outer backpack material. After researching typical fabrics with water-

resistant properties,37 we found a 600 Denier heavy weight polyester canvas backed with a 0.55mm 

PVC vinyl layer.38 This material will keep our battery and solar panel wiring intact in bad weather 

as well as appeal to consumers who are looking for a very durable backpack that they can use for 

outdoors activities. Through the focus group (MK Appendix: Focus Group Notes), we learned that 

                                                
36 Sendy, Author: Andrew. “Solar-Estimate.” Solar Reviews, 23 Aug. 2017, www.solarreviews.com/solar-
energy/pros-and-cons-of-monocrystalline-vs-polycrystalline-solar-panels/. 
37 Li, Benson. “The Fabric Strength Challenge - 600D Polyester, 500D Nylon, 1000D Nylon & more.” Orient , 
Orient, 25 Sept. 2016, www.orientbag.net/single-post/2016/05/31/The-Fabric-Strength-Challenge-1. 
38 “600 Denier Black Waterproof Fabric.” Old Trail Fabric Outlet, www.oldtrailfabric.com/600-denier-black-
marine-canvas-waterproof-fabric.html. 
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our target market did not like the look of the solar panel on a backpack in general. Therefore, we 

decided to use an exterior black fabric material to disguise the traditional look of the solar panel. 

To address complaints about backpacks being uncomfortable on the shoulders and back, we 

decided to use EVA foam since it is lightweight and easy to cut to shape.39 Finally, for one of the 

most differentiating features of our backpack - the cooling material -  we used the Hydraluxe 

Cooling gel.40 This material displays lower thermal conductivity properties that allow the straps 

and the back of our backpack to stay cooler for longer, so users do not sweat as much while using 

our product.41 

A complete list of our materials, prices, quantities and supplier information can be found 

in OM Appendix C: Bill of Materials and OM Appendix D: Supplier Information. 

LOGISTICS 

OM Exhibit 3: Logistics Cost 

Assuming that we use shipment by sea, the lead time for the materials from China is on 

average 30 days for each order from Alibaba (OM Appendix E: Assumptions). The fabric ordered 

from Pennsylvania will have a lead time of approximately 4 days by truck (OM Appendix E: 

Assumptions). To minimize our inventory costs, we calculated an economic order quantity (EOQ) 

for each material, which took into account carrying and ordering costs. Ordering costs were found 

by summing the $40 fixed cost per order with the assumed maximum $1,100 cost of transportation 

for a full container from China (OM Appendix E: Assumptions). If the cost of shipping a less-than-

full crate was higher than $1,100, we would pay for the full crate. The number of shipments per 

year grows respectively with our product demand, from 272 shipments in Year 1 to 505 shipments 

in Year 5 (OM Appendix F: Number of Shipments in Each Year). 

                                                
39“Eva Foam A4 Sheet,Hign Density Eva Foam Sheet,Eva Foam Sheet 7mm - Buy High Density Eva Foam,High 
Density Foam Sheets,Eva Foam Sheet 7mm Product on Alibaba.Com.” Www.alibaba.com, 
www.alibaba.com/product-detail/EVA-Foam-a4-sheet-hign-
density_60600170942.html?spm=a2700.7724838.2017115.254.5b7b56164GuJ7Y.  
40 “Summer Visco-Elastic Hydraluxe Gel Cooling Pad,Gel Mattress Pad - Buy Hydraluxe Gel Cooling Pad,Visco-
Elastic Hydraluxe Gel Cooling Pad,Summer Visco-Elastic Hydraluxe Gel Cooling Pad Product on Alibaba.Com.” 
Www.alibaba.com, www.alibaba.com/product-detail/Summer-visco-elastic-hydraluxe-gel-
cooling_60115498677.html?spm=a2700.7724838.2017115.86.25ca715GHX6MC.  
41 Ibid, 52 
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Our raw materials will be shipped from the ports of Shanghai and Guangzhou, the ports 

closest to our suppliers, to the port of San Francisco. Our total transportation costs in Year 1 are 

$63,864 and $243,663 in Year 5 (OM Exhibit 3: Logistics Cost), due to increased orders and 

demand. 

All of our materials are shipped separately of each other in different crates. To mitigate the 

issue of losing our materials on their way to our warehouse, we plan to insure our containers, so 

we will not lose all of our raw material investment during the same time period. 

Although shipping all of our direct materials from China in one container would have been 

much cheaper as a full crate costs $1,100 and the cost of a partially filled crate is double per square 

meter, there were two main reasons why we did not follow this option (OM Appendix E: 

Assumptions). First, by shipping materials independently we diversify our risk. If we shipped 

everything in one container and it got lost on the way to our warehouse, we would lose all of our 

raw materials and would be unable to continue production. Second, while it would be much 

cheaper to ship everything together from China, it would be extremely difficult to coordinate with 

our suppliers to pack all of their products in one place. Since we are separated by different time 

zones and borders, it would be difficult to communicate downstream with our suppliers. 

Outbound shipping costs are typically absorbed by our channel margin. When we receive 

orders on our website, we absorb the shipping costs.  

LOCATION 

When choosing our manufacturing site, we had two main criteria: low labor costs and 

proximity to our major suppliers. Since the nature of our product requires very intensive manual 

labor, we choose the state minimum wage as our ‘weight’ for the center of gravity calculation. Our 

major suppliers are from different cities in China and Shamokin Dam, Pennsylvania (OM Appendix 

D: Supplier Information). In order to reduce our transportation costs, materials from China will be 

imported through the San Francisco port. 

When calculating the first center of gravity, we used the state minimum wage as our weight 

(OM Appendix G: Center of Gravity Method 1). This calculation pointed us to Conway, Missouri. 

However, the state minimum wage in Missouri is $7.70 (OM Appendix G: Center of Gravity 

Method 1), which is not the lowest that we could pay. Therefore, we decided to conduct a second 

calculation for our center of gravity using number of material coming from a location as our weight 

(OM Appendix H: Center of Gravity Method 2). That calculation resulted in Tuolumne County in 
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California. Although it would make sense for us to be located close to the port in San Francisco, 

California's minimum wage is $10.50 (OM Appendix G: Center of Gravity Method 1), which is 

much higher than we are able to pay. To get a location that combined both of our criteria, we 

averaged the results and got the location Rio Grande, Colorado (OM Appendix I: Center of Gravity 

Results). The minimum wage in that state is $9.30, which is, again, very high for us; the closest 

state with the lower minimum state wage of $7.25 is Utah (OM Appendix G: Center of Gravity 

Method 1). Henceforth, we decided to use Utah as our primary location since it is relatively close 

to San Francisco and has a very low minimum wage. 

After looking at various warehouses in Utah we chose one in Woods Cross as our 

warehouse for Years 0 - 2 (OM Appendix J: Location Information). The available leasing space is 

14,500 ft2 with a monthly rate of $0.33 per square foot, or $3.96 per square foot annually (OM 

Appendix J: Location Information). This site includes many amenities that support our daily 

operations, such as a dock, easy access to highways, restrooms, and an office space. 

Our company experiences high growth initiating in Year 3, so we plan to move to a 

different location for Years 3, 4, and 5. The new warehouse will be located in Salt Lake City and 

features 37,660 ft2 of available space at a rate $0.29 per square foot monthly, or for $3.48 per 

square foot yearly (OM Appendix J: Location Information). The space also provides easy access 

to highways, an office space, ramp access with high doors, and 2 loading docks.  

Facility Layout 

Our facility includes a manufacturing warehouse, inventory space, offices, restrooms, a 

meeting room, kitchen, and loading docks (OM Appendix J: Location Information). We allocated 

most of the facility space to our production, since our manufacturing is very labor intensive and 

operators must have enough space to perform their tasks efficiently.  

From Year 0 to Year 2, since our entrance and loading dock are on the same wall, and the 

production takes up the most space in our facility, we decide to put offices against the walls to 

maximize utilization (OM Exhibit 4: Facility Layout Year 0 to 2).  There is a reception desk right 

by the entrance. On the left, we have our storage room, R&D department, and kitchen. On the 

right, we have a meeting room, offices for our inventory manager and COO, two restrooms, and 

space in the corner for the Marketing Department. On the side opposite to the entrance, we provide 

offices for our CEO, CFO, CMO and an administrative assistant, overseeing both production and 

managers.  
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OM Exhibit 4: Facility Layout Year 0 to 2 

 
The company growth experienced in Years 3 through 5 will require us to move to a larger 

facility. The fundamental layout of our facility remains the same, but we will remodel our offices, 

expanding our CEO and CFO offices as well as adding an office for the newly hired HR manager 

next to our marketing department. In addition, we will have another shipping dock to increase our 

efficiency in unloading and shipping orders (OM Appendix K: Facility Layout Year 3 to 5). 

Production Line 

 
OM Exhibit 5: U-Shaped Production Line 
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We expect to have a high job specialization, so our production line is designed sequentially. 

We require certain specializations for tasks such as sewing together the padding,  cooling material 

and outer fabric. We will provide the same training to each worker; so, they may operate efficiently 

in any placement or position on the production line. Although not all employees will rotate jobs, 

we believe this system will increase employee retention and engagement. 

A U-shaped design facilitates communication and integrates cohesively with our factory 

layout (OM Exhibit 5: U-Shaped Production Line). Additionally, it makes other stations more 

accessible to our workers.42 

Process Flow 

 
OM Exhibit 6: Process Flow Diagram 

In our process flow we wanted to add quality checks before every irreversible step (OM 

Exhibit 6: Process Flow Diagram). We have a quality check after we receive raw materials to 

ensure that our supplier defect rate is low and that we can return the defected items. For the quality 

check after the fabric is cut, if the cut pieces do not meet quality requirements, there is no remedy 

to save this process, so we send it to the scrap pile.  

                                                
42 Kim, Jay, OM11 Layout and Job Design. pptx, 30 Oct, 2017   
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Towards the end of the process flow, we have a quality check after everything is sewn 

together and one after we sew on the zippers as we can just undo the sewing and have it sent back 

to the previous step (OM Exhibit 6: Process Flow Diagram).  

STAFFING 

Administrative 

Since we start production in Year 0, two months prior to Year 1, we hire our C-suite and 

managers in Year 0 (OM Appendix L: Staffing). For the C-suite, we will have a Chief Executive 

Officer (CEO), Chief Financial Officer (CFO), Chief Operations Officer (COO), and Chief 

Marketing Officer (CMO). We decided to hire all three supporting officers from the beginning 

because our business will require a strong marketing strategy to capture a large market share and 

close management of the operations to empower our production to satisfy our demand. The CFO 

will be able to understand how much paid-in-capital we will require and find investors for our 

business project and find ways to improve the finances of the company. 

Additionally, we plan on hiring an Inventory Manager in Year 0 who will control the 

training and quality checks of our operators, ensuring consistency in our products (OM Appendix 

L: Staffing). In addition to the Inventory Manager who controls the production, we will also hire 

two Research and Development (R&D) professionals in Year 0. They will be responsible for 

procurement of superior quality materials at lower prices as well as searching for better equipment 

that will improve our operators’ process times, ultimately decreasing our direct labor costs. R&D 

professionals will also conduct reverse engineering of our competitors' products to look for 

improvements which we can implement in our backpack. 

Additional administrative staff hired over the span of our project includes an administrative 

assistant in Year 0, Marketing and Operations analysts in Year 1, business development 

professional in Year 2, sales manager in Year 3, and HR manager in Year 4. There will be additions 

to our staff throughout the years that can be found in OM Appendix L: Staffing. In total, we increase 

our administrative staff from 11 in Year 0 to 25 in Year 5. To better comprehend the organizational 

structure of our company, refer to OM Appendix M: Organizational Structure. 
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CAPACITY 

Cycle Time 

Our factory will be in operation 50 weeks a year, 5 days a week for 8 hours a day (OM 

Appendix E: Assumptions). To find our required cycle time, we divided one over the demand for 

a specific year divided over the time available for production in that year. The cycle time, also 

known as the bottleneck, is the task that takes the greatest amount of time in a process. It defines 

the time for the process to product one unit. Our bottleneck task is sewing a back part of our 

backpack that takes 6 minutes to complete (OM Appendix N: Capacity Utilization).  

To calculate the cycle time needed to meet demand, we found the total minutes worked in 

a year and divided that by units needed, which is the demand divided by one plus the scrap and 

supplier defect rate. For a given year, we divide that time by the number of workers assigned to 

each task to find the cycle time or the bottleneck, also as the production cycle time. To find our 

maximum capacity, we divided 60 minutes by the cycle time and multiplied that number by the 

respective year’s available production time. Our cycle time fluctuated each year as our required 

cycle time decreased and additional workers operated each station , lowering the cycle time for 

each task. Our original bottleneck task of sewing back parts almost always had the longest cycle 

time; (OM Appendix N: Capacity Utilization). 

Capacity 

OM Exhibit 7: Capacity 

Design capacity is the maximum number of units we can make under ideal conditions.  To 

calculate this, we found the total number of minutes in a year and divided it by the cycle time in 

each year (OM Exhibit 7: Capacity). 

Effective capacity is the capacity factoring other doses of reality, which we were unable to 

calculate, as we only forecasted production. Many values used in the effective capacity calculation 

depend on provisions of 15-minute breaks in addition to 1-hour lunch breaks. Some assumptions 

are difficult to calculate due to human characteristics like bathroom breaks, maintenance, machine 

breakdowns, and other unforeseen or immeasurable aspects.   
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Operators & Shippers and Packers 

We divided the task time by our required cycle time to determine the amount of operators 

needed at each task to meet our demand, all of whom work full time.  

In addition to operators, we accounted for our website sales when calculating how many 

shippers and packers we would need to meet demand. We hired one worker for every task, 

calculating the process time by adding the task times together for a process time of two minutes. 

To estimate the total time they needed to work per day, we multiplied the process time by the total 

number of online orders and divided this number by sixty minutes to get the total hours in a day 

they need to work. If we were to require the hours worked per week, we can multiply this value 

by five to account for the number of working days in a week. 

OM Exhibit 8: Online Order Fulfillment 

Given these results, our shippers and packers are employed as part time workers for Years 

1 and 2 and full time workers for Years 3 through 5 (OM Exhibit 8: Online Order Fulfillment). As 

we are not taking or fulfilling orders until Year 1, we made the decision not to hire personnel in 

this department in Year 0.  

Yearly Forecast & Aggregate Plan 

To find our yearly forecast, we looked at a similar company, VF Corporation that produces 

luggage and backpacks.43 Unfortunately, they did not have their monthly sales only quarterly 

revenues. So, we took their percentage of sales in each quarter and divided each of them by three 

to get the monthly demand.44 From our table below, you can see that our expected demand is 

cyclical and the highest demand is from the third quarter during the back to school period. 

                                                
43 VF Corporation. VF Corporation 2016 Annual Report Title, 2017. Web. 5 November 2017. 
44 Ibid, 55 
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OM Exhibit 9: VF Corp's Sales Distribution 

To meet this demand, we adopted a hybrid strategy, a plan that combines both chase and 

level for the lowest yearly cost (OM Appendix O: Aggregate Planning). We used this plan for 

years 1 through 5. We wanted to avoid hiring additional workers as the cost of hiring and training 

a new operator was $2,000.45 If we need more units than our regular capacity, we would have to 

pay overtime to make extra units or make units in the earlier months and store them in our 

inventory. Given that in the last six months of the year, we cannot meet monthly demand with 

regular output levels. We plan on making more units than necessary a few months before demand 

grew as the cost of storing our product as inventory is significantly less than the cost of overtime. 

 
OM Exhibit 10: Aggregate Plan Summary 

For Years 1 through 5, we summed the yearly demand with safety stock to get our yearly 

production forecast. Since we start production in the last two months of Year 0, we produce 

backpacks at the maximum capacity in those two months to prepare for Year 1, making a total of 

10,000 units in Year 0 (OM Appendix O: Aggregate Planning). We subtract this from Year 1's 

yearly demand with the safety stock.  

Managing Inventory 

The EOQ calculates the optimal balance between the holding cost and the ordering cost. 

The holding cost is 30% of each raw material and the ordering cost is $1140 per order.46 For our 

product, all raw material EOQ are different, the highest EOQ is 148,152 units of the binding tape, 

and the lowest EOQ is 512 units of bottom stands (OM Appendix P: Number of Units in Each 

                                                
45 Dube, Arindrajit, Freeman, Eric, & Reich, Michael. Employee Replacement Costs.  UC Berkeley: Institute for 
Research on Labor and Employment, 2010. irle.berkeley.edu/files/2010/Employee-Replacement-Costs.pdf.  
46 Kim, Jay. OM 323 Assumptions - 2017. DOCX, 06 Nov. 2017.  
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Order in Each Year). Our EOQ numbers are extremely high because most of our suppliers are 

from China, and the minimum lead time is 30 days (OM Appendix E: Assumptions).  

Our service level is consistently above 94% (OM Appendix Q: Service Level), which means 

94% of the time we have enough inventory in stock when our customers want to purchase our 

product. When we calculated the cost of excess and the cost of shortage, we found that the latter 

was significantly higher than the former in all five years of business operations. For example, in 

Year 1 the cost of excess was $2.02 while the cost of shortage was $38.25 (OM Appendix Q: 

Service Level). Given this information, we decided that we needed a big factory to accommodate 

a lot of inventory.  

 
OM Exhibit 11: Finished Goods Inventory 

The cycle stock handles most of the purchases, and safety stock covers the variation in 

demand. We calculated our cycle stock by dividing our mean weekly demand by 2, and we found 

our safety stock by multiplying our service rate by average weekly demand and the standard 

deviation of lead time.47 In Year 1, the cycle stock is 619 units, and the safety stock is 3,411 units. 

The safety stock is higher because we want to avoid the cost of shortage since it has such a high 

cost compares to cost of excess (OM Exhibit 11: Finished Goods Inventory). To accommodate for 

the growing demand, the weekly cycle stock is 2,309 units and the safety stock is 12,483 units at 

Year 5 (OM Exhibit 11: Finished Goods Inventory). 

OM Exhibit 12: Investment in Inventory 

In order to account for the defect and scrap rate, we adjust our demand by of 1.2% (OM 

Appendix E: Assumptions). The total inventory investment for raw materials is $172,860 in Year 

                                                
47 Morrison, Paul. The Financial Impact of Supply Chain Decision. DOCX, 14 Oct. 2017   
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1. In Year 3, when our company starts to generate the cash flows, the total inventory investment 

increases to $247,770, which continues to grow to $358,463 at Year 5 (OM Exhibit 12: Investment 

in Inventory). 

The work in process investment is calculated by work in process units multiplied by the 

direct material cost and COGS divided by two.48 Assuming our product lead time is one week, the 

work in process investment is $39,936 in Year 1, $92,494 in Year 3, and $143,199 in Year 5 (OM 

Exhibit 12: Investment in Inventory). The finished goods inventory is the sum of the cycle, safety, 

and pre-build stocks. The finished goods investment is $268,608 in Year 1, $611,343 in Year 3, 

and $920,957 in Year 5 (OM Exhibit 12: Investment in Inventory) 

Call Center 

 
OM Exhibit 13: Call Center Plan 

When determining the number of customer service representatives for the call center, we 

were tried to make sure that customers will not wait on the phone for more the 2.5 minutes and on 

average the service calls and web chats will take 3 minutes. Assuming that only 5% of units sold 

will require service calls or web chats, in Year 1 we receive about 1.50 calls per hour which equals 

to around 0.02 calls per minute (OM Exhibit 13: Call Center Plan). Because the customer services 

calls are directly related to units sold, our service calls will increase every year. 

From Year 1 to Year 5, the hourly call volume increases from 1.43 to about 5.64 and that 

equals to .09 calls per minute. That leads to an average of .06 customers waiting in line and 

customers having to wait average of 0.59 minutes or 35.4 seconds in line (OM Exhibit 13: Call 

Center Plan). We decided that because in years 1 and 2 the average time waiting in line would be 

less than 10 seconds, we would have our administrative assistant answering service calls. 

Althoughwe would prefer to have every employee to have a set job, we have an opportunity to 

save money and be below our goal time of 2.5 minutes of waiting. 

In Year 3, the average waiting time grows to around 19 seconds (OM Exhibit 13: Call 

Center Plan)..We believe it would be too much work for the administrative assistant to handle her 

                                                
48  Morrison, Paul. The Financial Impact of Supply Chain Decision. DOCX, 14 Oct. 2017  
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own workload and answer customer service calls, so we will hire a full-time customer service 

representative to respond to customer concerns. 

Call Center Process Flow 

Our customer support process begins with 

the customer calling in with a question and the 

customer support representatives will do their best 

to answer the caller’s question.  If this answers the 

customer's question with 100% satisfaction then 

the process will end. If the problem is not resolved 

the assistant will address the concern to the upper 

level management. If the upper level management 

does not have a solution for that issue, then Sun 

Snakes, Inc, SolPower will refund the backpack                        

free of charge. If there is a solution, upper management will reply to the customer within 72 

hours. Then the process will end. Such a process will create better customer satisfaction rates 

(OM Exhibit 14: Call Center Process Flow). 

QUALITY 

Quality is the ability of a product or service to consistently meet or exceed customer 

expectations.49 The following explains how we meet or exceed customer's expectations of quality: 

● Performance: Our solar panel will reliably absorb energy and charge the battery, while the 

cooling material will help with temperature control when the user sweats. 

● Features: Our backpack is lightweight, water resistant, a small battery, durable zippers, and 

sturdy straps. 

● Aesthetics: We are making our entire backpack black so that the solar panel isn't as 

noticeable as it would be otherwise. 

● Conformance and Reliability: There is no size variation as we use molds to cut the pieces 

of fabric that make up our backpack. 

● Durability: Customers expect their backpack to last for at least three years.  Given this, we 

are going to give our customers a one year warranty. 

                                                
49  Kim, Jay, OM17 Quality Management. pptx, 30 Oct, 2017   

OM Exhibit 14: Call Center Process Flow 
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● Perceived quality: We are going to run advertisements to give the perception that our 

backpack is a reliable product that will keep the user cool, relaxed, and sweat free (See 

marketing section for more information). 

● Serviceability: We will have a designated customer support person from Years 3 to 5. If a 

customer finds an issue with our product that customer service can't help with, we will 

replace their product. 

Meeting Customer Expectations 

Our product is a semipublic product, so we want to ensure that the features of our backpack 

would encourage people to purchase it. Our company decided to implement both prevention and 

appraisal before and after the unit is complete. Prevention and appraisal are two types of costs that 

we will incur to address quality. Prevention costs are costs related to keeping defects in our product 

low before production occur.50 Appraisal costs are costs that ensure that the quality of our product 

meets or exceeds customer expectations.  

Prevention 

For prevention, we select suppliers who have certification like I9000 and I14000, and we 

want, to get more customer feedback, an automated system will email customers after they 

purchase and asks them to fill out a survey on Qualtrics about their experience. If they have a 

negative experience and there's an issue, the marketing manager, in Years 1 through 3, and the HR 

manager, in Years 4 and 5, will reach out to the customer to try to resolve the situation and get 

more information. This will help our company find and address issues that we may have not found 

otherwise, while ensuring consumer satisfaction. 

If we will notice trends in customer complaints, we will increase R&D spending to make 

sure that all our features work as promised. We could provide more resources to our current 

professionals or hire additional people 

in the R&D department. Another 

solution would be offering a 1 year 

warranty, as previously stated.  

 

 

                                                
50 Kim, Jay, OM18 Quality Control. pptx, 30 Oct, 2017   

OM Exhibit 15: Customer Service Form 
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INTRODUCTION 

 This section of the paper will discuss how we plan to fund the SolPower project and pay 

back investors. This is initiated by outlining the amount of funding required, the allocation of 

spending, and the voting power division among investors. We will then examine our top line 

growth, and analyze balance sheet and income statement data. This information will drive our 

profitability and liquidity discussion in which we will denote main firm drivers and analyze major 

trends. To conclude, we will anatomize our company valuation, monetize what investors will 

receive for their commitment in terms of cash and returns, and identify risks regarding break-even 

results. 

FUNDING  

Our company will require a total of $2,035,790 of outside funds over the span of its life 

(FE Appendix C: Balance Sheet). This amount will cover the negative free cash flow (FCF) of 

Year 0 through Year 2. This high paid in capital needed is required to cover the important 

investments in SG&A and net working capital of the first years. Of the total amount required, 

$750,000 will be provided by the families and friends of the three partners; the remnant investment 

will be expensed by Angel Investors. Profiles of potential Angel Investors51 willing to fund the 

necessary amount were found based on their interest in our operational industry. 

Year 0 Funding 

FE Exhibit 1: Year 0 Funding Allocation 

                                                
51 Network, USA Angel Investment. “A. S – Angel Investor in Boulder, CO, USA - USA Angel Investment 
Network.” Angel Investment Network, USA, www.angelinvestmentnetwork.us/angel-investors/web-developer-
entreprene-boulder-co-1-870132. 
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The firm’s overall funding requires three partners. Partners selected include the CEO, CFO, 

and COO. In Year 0, SolPower needs $715,259. Therefore, we are asking each partner to invest 

$250,000 as depicted in FE Appendix E: Funding. They will maintain $11,580 (for a total of 

$34,741) in reserves to invest in Year 1. The funding necessitated in Year 0 will secure initial 

inventory investments, cash reserves, initial capex investment, one-time start-up expenses, and 

administrative expenses (FE Appendix A: Assumptions).  

Initial Inventory Investment 

 During the last two months of Year 0, we will start production for the expected demand of 

Year 1. Therefore, we need to amass investments of $62,595 in raw materials and WIP, and 

$44,768 in finished goods (FE Appendix A: Assumptions). According to Operations, this should 

be sufficient to meet future demand.  

Cash Reserves 

The initial paid in capital will address the $213,283 cash reserves required in Year 0 (FE 

Appendix A: Assumptions). Although this amount is substantial, it is calculated at 5% of Year 1 

revenue, ensuring preparedness for unexpected events. It is necessary for a company of our size to 

maintain a considerable safety net in the event of negative idiosyncratic or market impacts.  

Initial Capex Investment 

 Capital investment in the first year will amount to $31,312 (FE Appendix A: Assumptions). 

This will provide for the cost for sewing machines, tables, plastic molds, forklifts, and other 

equipment and machinery required by production. Our operations do not mandate costly 

machinery as our production maintains a focus on the integration of inputs rather than direct 

manufacturing. We will depreciate these machines using MACRS depreciation table and follow a 

seven-year life (FE Appendix F: Depreciation Table) as found on the IRS.52 

Start-Up Expenses                                                                        

Expenses include manufacturing                                                  

overhead for the final three months in Year 0 pertaining to the operation of the company. These 

include initial Information Systems costs (laptops, ERP cost per employee, backup software, and 

desktops), and product development costs (salary of two R&D professionals and prototype 

                                                
52 “How to Depreciate Properly.” 27 Feb. 2017, www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p946.pdf. 
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material). Additional inclusions are factory set-up, 

initial item purchases and production costs 

(operators), and pre-marketing expenses (website 

designer).  

Administrative Expenses 

 At Time 0, we are obliged to pay salaries to 

our administrative employees for the final three 

months of the year. The employees will gain 

experience with our facility and SolPower before 

the market product launch. This knowledge will ensure their preparedness for Year 1 operations, 

enhance their understanding of our brand and replicate our values to deliver product and customer 

excellence. As a company concerned with the prosperity of our employees, their salaries are above 

the median wage in Utah. A nurturing company culture establishes a foundation for employee 

loyalty and decreases turnover. This is a crucial aspect of successful company management and 

employee relations. 

Year 1-2 Funding 

 Paid in capital in following years will predominantly manage the additional investments in 

inventory and allow a maintained cash balance parallel to those of our competitors (7% of 

revenue), further expanded on in FE Appendix C: Balance Sheet. While our operations will be 

efficient and profitable in those years, additional aid from investors will nevertheless be required 

to be able to meet production demand. Furthermore, building a strong inventory base in the first 

two years will facilitate our response to the exponential increase in demand in Year 3.  

Investor Encouragement 

Though we require a large paid in capital due to the inventory intensive nature of Sun 

Snakes Inc., investors should feel confident in funding our operations the first two years. 

Beginning in Year 3, our top and bottom line growth will be strong enough to procure a positive 

FCF. This will facilitate cash returns to investors, as FE Exhibit 17: Statement of Retained 

Earnings later expands on. After a payback period of 4.26 years, we will continue to reward our 

investors with a 92% payout rate Year 5 through Year 8. (FE Exhibit 17: Statement of Retained 

Earnings). 

 

FE Exhibit 2: Start-Up Expenses 
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Our positive FCF is primarily driven by the following factors: 

1. Integration of new distribution channels, such as large chain retailers and mass 

merchandisers, which affect our ACV (refer to the Marketing section for more detail); 

2. Decreases in administrative overhead margins, which highlight our administrative 

efficiency;  

3. The conversion of our sales force from outsourced manufacturer’s reps to internal 

salespeople, which shifts the compensation method utilized by the firm. Manufacturer’s 

reps earn 10% on sales, while our provincial sales force will earn a flat salary of $75,000 

coupled with a 2% commission (MK Appendix G: Sales Force Calculation) 

Ultimately, these factors will sustain strong EBITDA growth (FE Appendix B: Income 

Statement), ensuring investor confidence in the ability of Sun Snakes Inc. to return cash; ultimately 

creating and delivering value to stakeholders. 

Shares and Voting Power  

 Shares in Sun Snakes Inc. are issued at $1 per share. To ensure the partners maintain 

majority control of the company, shares issued in Year 0 will constitute 8 votes respectively. Each 

share issued in Year 1 will hold the weight of 

4 votes. Those issued in Year 2 only 2 votes 

apiece. 

Partners will hold both Class A and 

Class B shares, for a total of 5,861,036 voting 

power. Initial Angel Investors will have a total 

voting power of 3,958,356 (Class B), rivaling 

the 592,402-voting power of secondary Angel 

Investors (Class C). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FE Exhibit 3: Voting Power 
 

FE Exhibit 4: Ownership  
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FE Exhibit 5: ACV Breakdown 
of Year 4 

SALES 
SolPower’s revenue will be mainly driven by 

ACV, which regulates the volume of unit sales. The 

average retail price will decrease from $127 in Year 1 

to $117 in Year 3, as result of entering new 

distribution channels. These new channels include 

Nordstrom, Bass Pro Shop and Sam’s Club. Target is 

additionally entered in Year 4, maintaining an average 

retail price of $117.  

Our company will experience high revenue growth in Year 3 due to entry into large chain 

retailers, which amplifies the ACV exponentially from the previous year. To manage the increase 

in demand, we will preemptively expand both the factory’s operational force and administrative 

staff in Year 2, as well as further investing in capex in Year 3.  

BALANCE SHEET 

Ratios 

FE Exhibit 6: Balance Sheet Ratios 

 
FE Exhibit 7: Competitor Balance Sheet Ratios 

The consolidated nature of the backpack industry made it difficult to define comparable 

companies to base our ratios and assumptions53 on. The companies in possession of the largest 

market shares are VF Corporation54 and Vista Outdoors55. We believe the latter is not a reasonable 

                                                
53	We assumed a tax rate equal to 35%, which is in line with what most corporations operating in the US are subject 
to. We also followed the MACRS depreciation from the IRS.  
54 Owner of various backpack brands such as Jansport, North Face, and EastPak 
55	“BACKPACK & COURIER BAG MANUFACTURING.” IBIS World, 
clients1.ibisworld.com/reports/us/industry/majorcompanies.aspx?entid=4958 
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comparable, as it operates withal other industries and offers a range of products too broad to 

reliably make comparative analyses. The decision to include CamelBak, privatized in 2010, 

resulted from the exhibition of company attributes,56 similar to that of Sun Snakes Inc., which are 

ideal for establishing comparable ratios.  

All of our implemented ratios are based on comparable accounts receivable (A/R), accounts 

payable (A/P), and cash. These were weighed at a 75% towards Camelbak due to its similarity to 

our company, and a 25% allocation to VF Corp. We used the percent of sales method to value the 

A/R, A/P and cash sections of our balance sheet, focusing primarily on the historical performance 

of our competitors.  

Accounts Receivable; Accounts Payable 

A/R is 16% of sales, shown in FE Exhibit 6: Balance Sheet Ratios. Our small size results 

in a lack of market power and influence, hindering our ability to negotiate favorable terms with 

partners along our supply chain. Consequently, our A/R will be unfavorable. Concurrent 

evaluation applies to A/P, which constitute 7% of company sales due to the insufficient authority 

and leverage over our suppliers (FE Exhibit 6: Balance Sheet Ratios).  

Overall, the net working capital will be negatively affected by these ratios. Our NPV will 

be lower due to Sun Snakes Inc. novelty to the market and adherence to terms laid out by our 

supply chain.  

Cash 

 Our company will hold 7% of sales in cash over the life of the project (FE Exhibit 6: 

Balance Sheet Ratios). This precautionary measure, taken to ensure our continued operations in 

the event of unfavorable revenue conditions, further expends the firm’s FCF. Though cash reserves 

abate our overall capacity to pay investors and maintain a viable NPV, the mitigation these reserves 

provide serve as a greater benefit. This decision is additionally supported by our competitors’ 

standard of holding sizeable amounts of cash (FE Exhibit 7: Competitor Balance Sheet Ratios). 

Their corporate success indicates this strategy will be advantageous for our firm.  

Others (A/R, A/P, Inventory) 

Both our A/R and A/P days are in line with our closest competitor (CamelBak) for the same 

reasons discussed in A/R and A/P section. Instead, our company’s inventory days diverge from, 

                                                
56 CamelBak specializes in production of lightweight backpacks with unique features	
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and are lower than, our respective competitors. This results from our production plan, which 

initiates one week prior to the actuate manufacturing. Alternatively, our competitors likely plan 

more in advance, lessening the financial impact of their supply chain decisions, and intensifying 

ours. From OM, if we planned for production four weeks ahead, our inventory days would be 

double the amount they currently (For more detail refer to the Operation section). 

INCOME STATEMENT 

Ratios 

 

FE Exhibit 8: Income Statement Ratios 

 

FE Exhibit 9: Competitor Income Statement Ratios 

Cost of Goods Sold (GOCS) 

COGS margin remains constant throughout all five years, since our raw material, direct 

labor and overhead all grow linearly with revenue. Direct material cost will not fluctuate to a great 

extent, since we have contractually agreed with our suppliers to keep raw material costs constant. 

Risk mitigation will be further discussed in the Risk Assessment section. This is concordant with 

our competitor’s ratios (FE Exhibit 9: Competitor Income Statement Ratios).  

Selling, General & Administration (SG&A) 

The initial investment into SG&A is designed to attract administrative staff and build 

relationships with our distribution channels. These measures result in a high SG&A ratio for the 
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first two years, which then decreases to mid-20% 

for the rest of the project, in line with our 

competitors (FE Exhibit 9: Competitor Income 

Statement Ratios).  

Competitive compensation is offered to all 

our employees, as their salary growth outpaces the 

average 3.2% wage growth in US. 57  Minimal 

employee turnover rates are expected based on the 

firm’s attentiveness to employee satisfaction, thus 

minimizing training costs throughout all years of 

operation.  

In Year 3, we adapt our distribution strategy to a reliance on internal sales managers rather 

than sales representatives, lowering costs (MK Appendix I: Sales Force Cost Calculation). We also 

cease hiring administrative staff, since the employment practices of previous years in preparation 

for steep demand increase allow us to manage the company effectively. 

 

PROFITABILITY AND LIQUIDITY 

 

FE Exhibit 11: SolPower FCF 

                                                
57 “Wage Growth Tracker.” Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, www.frbatlanta.org/chcs/wage-growth-
tracker.aspx?panel=1. 

FE Exhibit 10: Year 5 SG&A Breakdown 
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FE Exhibit 12: SolPower Product Life Cycle 
 

Net Income and FCF 

The free cash flow calculations project the FCF for eight years (FE Appendix D: Statement 

of Cashflows). As products in the technology industry become irrelevant quickly,58 we applied an 

additional three years, as indicated by purchasing habits of survey respondents (General Appendix 

A: Consumer Survey), to the required five year plan. The expanded time frame depicts an complete 

portrayal of SolPower’s Life Cycle, providing more accurate information on which to base 

decisions and valuation calculations. 

The project will lead with profitability in Year 1 with a net income of $12,890 (FE 

Appendix B: Income Statement). However, the steep increase in net working capital has a large 

negative effect on FCF. The unfavorable consequence of NWC increase, while being less 

detrimental, applies to Year 2 as well. FCF increases 71% from Year 1 to Year 2 (FE Appendix D: 

Statement of Cash Flows). 

 In Year 3, as our ACV increases, Sun Snakes Inc. achieves a positive FCF of $359,910 

driven by the growth in units sold (FE Appendix D: Statement of Cash Flows). The trend of FCF 

growth continues in the following years; a climax of FCF is achieved in Year 5 at $2,150,320 (FE 

Appendix D: Statement of Cash Flows). The surge in FCF as compared to the previous year is 

predominantly driven by the small increase in NWC during the period. 

                                                
58 Beck, David F. Technology Development Life Cycle Processes. Sandia National Laboratories, 0ADAD, pp. 69–
73, Technology Development Life Cycle Processes.  
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 Year 5 is also the first year in which net income begins to decline. In this year, SolPower 

reaches maturity and enters its’ life cycle stage of decline (FE Exhibit 12: SolPower Product Life 

Cycle). The following years experience a quick decline in net income caused by the constant 

evolution in global technology. Net income in Years 6- 8 will correspondingly decrease by 20%, 

25%, and 30% respectively (FE Appendix D: Statement of Cash Flows). Depreciation, change in 

NWC and capex were calculated as an average of the first five years. It is interesting to note that 

Year 8 would be the last year to experience positive FCF. Based on this discovery, it is in the 

interest of Sun Snakes Inc. and its shareholders to terminate the SolPower project at the conclusion 

of Year 8. 

VALUATION  

CAPM 

 The NPV of the SolPower project                                

was determined through discounting the FCF over the 

eight year project timeline. We determined applicable 

values for the risk free rate, Beta, standard premium, 

and size premium to calculate our discount rate using 

CAPM.59 

We used the 3-year treasury rate of 1.62%60 as 

an applicable risk-free rate. The three year rate was 

used as a parameter due to its relationship to the  

life cycle of our product. Beta was determined by averaging the betas of our comparable 

companies, VF Corporation and CamelBak. The averaged beta of 0.86 61  shows that our 

competition is less volatile when compared to the overall market.62 Calculation of the equity risk 

premium used a standard premium rate of 6.7% and a size premium of 6.03%.63 Through the 

application of the CAPM formula, the discount rate for this project was determined to be 12.73% 

(FE Exhibit 13: CAPM Calculation) 

                                                
59 CAPM=[risk	free	+	(β*Equity	Risk	Premium)] 
60 “U.S. 3 Year Treasury Note - TMUBMUSD03Y Overview.” MarketWatch, 
www.marketwatch.com/investing/bond/tmubmusd03y?countrycode=bx. 
61 β=(0.77)+(0.95)2 
62 Companies with a β<1 are less susceptible to systematic risk		
63 Base Case Workshop Tutorial 

FE Exhibit 13: CAPM Calculation 
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Valuation 

 

FE Exhibit 14: NPV Profile Graph 

In calculating the NPV of the SolPower project, we discounted cash flows from Years 1 

through 8 employing the discount rate calculated above (FE Exhibit 13: CAPM Calculation). The 

outflow of cash in Year 1 was subtracted to reveal a projected NPV of $1,104,115 and an IRR of 

26% (FE Exhibit 14: NPV Profile Graph). To compute the IRR, we chose to omit computation of 

a terminal value, applying the calculation directly on the eight year FCF. This method is more 

suitable to SolPower as Sun Snakes Inc. does not continue operating this project past that time.  

There are four main drivers contributing to the NPV of our company. Positively affecting 

our NPV is net income growth, improving operating margins, and the efficiency of our factory 

workers. A less efficient work force would inhibit our ability to convert demand into sales or force 

us to increase hiring. Negatively affecting it instead are increases in NWC balances, which are 

especially significant in the first years of operation. As SolPower is more labor intensive than 

machine intensive in assembly, capital expenditure does not substantially influence NPV.  

FE Exhibit 15: NPV Profile Table 
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The NPV profile facilitated our understanding of the current WACC’s impact on the NPV 

of SolPower. We estimated the impact on NPV produced by positive and negative 1% changes in 

the discount rate. The results showed our NPV will remain positive at every reasonable discount 

rate (a range of 6%) 64 , illustrated above in FE Exhibit 15: NPV Profile Table. Our firm 

subsequently should not fear interest rate increases currently taking place in the United States65 . 

The NPV of this project does not reach a $0 profitability break-even until confronted with a 

discount rate of 26% (our IRR).   

Alternative Valuations  

 

FE Exhibit 16: Alternative Valuations 

 To develop a more comprehensive analysis of the firm’s position, we investigated 

alternative valuation methods. We concentrated on the degree to which valuation would be 

impacted by the Perpetuity Growth Method and the Exit Multiple Method.  

 Applying a growth rate of -5%66 to the Perpetuity Growth Model results in a valuation of 

$6,704,030 for the company with an implied EBITDA exit multiple of 3.19 (FE Exhibit 16: 

Alternative Valuations). This method was not considered applicable to our company because it 

assumes Sun Snakes Inc. will exist indefinitely, however we anticipate our operations will 

conclude at the end of eight years. 

 After applying an exit multiple of 18.5 to the EBITDA Exit Multiple method, the suggested 

valuation for SolPower resulted in $37,590,114 (FE Exhibit 16: Alternative Valuations). This 

multiple was calculated by weighing the EBITDA multiples of our competitors, mainly weighted 

                                                
64 6% is slightly more than a reasonable fluctuation in interest rates to construct best/worst case scenarios.   
65	Central bank is currently increasing interest rates: twice as of this year and likely four times within the next year. 
Appelbaum, Binyamin. “Janet Yellen Says Fed Plans to Keep Raising Rates.” The New York Times, The New York 
Times, 26 Sept. 2017, www.nytimes.com/2017/09/26/us/politics/janet-yellen-fed-interest-rates-inflation.html.  
66	Assumption is based on the technology obsolescence rate. Forbes, Forbes Magazine, 
www.forbes.com/forbes/welcome/?toURL=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.forbes.com%2Fsites%2Flewisgersh%2F2013
%2F07%2F29%2Fthe-velocity-of-obsolescence%2F&refURL=&referrer=#a8be2e765963. 
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towards CamelBak. Similarly, this method does not apply to our company as we do not believe it 

is likely we will be acquired by any competitors. There is however a strong possibility that our 

competition will improve on our offering and market it themselves at a cheaper price, made 

possible due to their scale. Although this possibility is not strong in the short-term, it is highly 

probable in the long term. The threat of aggressive competition will drive SolPower to patent 

aspects of our product and reverse engineer emerging competitor products to mitigate this risk. 

RETURNS 

Dividends and Payback 

 

FE Exhibit 17: Statement of Retained Earnings 
 

To attract outside investors, all cash generated by the company will be returned to them. 

Dividends to investors will commence in Year 3 for a total of $359,910 cash reimbursement (FE 

Exhibit 17: Statement of Retained Earnings). The resulting payout rate of 23% steeply increases 

in the following two years, culminating to a final 92% payout rate in Year 5 (FE Exhibit 17: 

Statement of Retained Earnings). Dividends will be allocated to our investors proportionally to the 

amount they initially underwrote.  

 

FE Exhibit 18: Payback Period 

The total necessary cash for the payback period calculation is $2,035,790. Although we 

turn a profit in also in the first two years of operation, in the absence of a positive FCF, payback 

to investors will commence in Year 3. Overall, our payback period will be 4.26 years, calculated 

above in FE Exhibit 18: Payback Period, as Year 5 is the pinnacle of SolPower’s generation of 

cash and the first point at which we are financially enabled to repay the investment in full. 
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Additional Returns  

 

FE Exhibit 19: Additional Returns 

The Return on Assets in Years 3 through 5 demonstrate SolPower’s effectiveness in asset 

utilization to induce net income earnings. Contrary to later years, SolPower’s ROA in Years 1 and 

2 are considerably lower as they are affected by our low profitability, as illustrated in FE Exhibit 

19: Additional Returns. These years will serve as a developmental time period in which we will 

cultivate our asset base, to be utilized advantageously in the following periods.  

Similarly, Return on Sales for the first two years will be low due to the low profit margins 

achieved in those years (FE Exhibit 19: Additional Returns). Following ROA, the returns improve 

in Year 3, manifesting our firm efficiency. Return on Equity adheres to similar trends; it 

exponentially improves in Year 3 to 5 as we make profitable margins. Shareholders’ equity 

remains stagnate as Sun Snakes Inc. does not require additional funding.  

Break-Even 

To calculate accounting break-even, both the contribution margin and fixed costs for each 

year were defined. The contribution margin follows a downward trend in progressing years due to 

the decrease in manufacturing selling price at a more rapid rate than COGS per unit (FE Appendix 

G: Break-even Analysis). This occurs out of the necessitated offerings of lower prices to large 

chain retailers entered in Years 3 and 4. 

The unit amount sold needed to cover our fixed expenses (break-even units and break-even 

sales) increase due to an increase in fixed expenses. However, our margin of safety increases 

slightly over the duration of the plan, demonstrating our improving operating efficiency. The 

amount of sales accredited to decline before SolPower becomes unprofitable rises from 82% in 

Year 1, to 87% in Year 5 (FE Appendix G: Break-even Analysis). This demonstrates to our 

investors that the company they are venturing in is operating with relatively low risk due to its 

ability to cover fixed expenses, also in cases of market shocks.  

For NPV break-even, GoalSeek enabled a study of variable manipulation to determine 

revenue alterations to achieve 0 NPV. GoalSeek was run five times, allowing only the revenue of 

the year in study to vary. With knowledge of the yearly revenue that would decrease our NPV to 
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zero, we divided that value by the average manufacturing selling price to calculate the NPV break-

even units per year.  

This analysis exposes our NPV as more sensitive to the number of units sold than to the 

accounting break-even. Furthermore, our margin of safety decreases each year, falling from 43% 

in Year 1 to 9% in Year 5 (FE Appendix G: Break-even Analysis). While we value the simulation 

results as considerable factors in the decision process, we also acknowledge the constraint of our 

simulation program and do not believe the results are thoroughly accurate of our market position.  

UNIQUENESS AND CONCLUSION  

SolPower is a smart and promising investment. Our product is versatile, disposed for 

utilization across environments: educational, professional, outdoors and otherwise. SolPower has 

a vast target market, and is divergent from competitors. The offering of solar charging for portable 

devices (phone, tablet, camera) on the go in combination with cooling material on the back and 

straps to provide comfort, present maximum value to our consumers. We have a competitive 

advantage in this market as our competitors are exclusively sold online, with SolPower available 

in brick and mortar stores supplemental to online avenues. Our marketing strategy allows us to 

generate considerable awareness, interest and desire to motivate action by customers. Our product 

is rationally priced to maximize purchase intent, and offers additional features to that of 

competitors to create value for our customers.  
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CONJOINT ANALYSIS 

Conjoint analysis surveys were circulated throughout our target markets to establish 

importance of each product attribute and differentiate levels within those characteristics affecting 

potential consumers’ purchase intent. The survey was distributed among our personal connections 

that qualified to be in our target segments. Our backpacks’ cooling material gives us a competitive 

advantage over our competitors, which solely utilize solar panels. Our backpack aims to combine 

commercialized technology with consumer needs to confront a need for an electrical charge in the 

absence of an outlet. With SolPower, the consumer’s desire to function in an eco-friendly state 

underpin their broader electrical needs.  

Following initial market research conducted through interviews, surveys and organization 

of a focus group, we found popular consumer opinions regarding our product. Notably, the most 

important attributes denoted by consumers were product price, battery capacity, the number of 

compartments in the backpack, and water-resistant properties of the outer material. Applying this 

knowledge to the conjoint survey, the published price ranged from a minimum of $120 to a 

maximum of $180, with a baseline of $150. The baseline number was taken from the one-on-one 

interviews conducted at the beginning of the semester. 

Possible choices for the capacity of the battery were 6,000 mAh and 12,000 mAh 

(baseline). These levels were constructed from comparative competitor data obtained from, 

BirkSun67 and Voltaic68. For the number of compartments, we offered a single compartment or 

multiple (baseline) for the participant to choose from. Lastly, we inquired as to whether consumers 

preferred a water-resistant coverage for the battery pocket only, or the whole backpack (baseline). 

We created eight profiles, illustrated in QM Exhibit 1: Part-Worths of Attributes from Conjoint 

Analysis, which offered a collection of levels and an amalgamate of attributes on Qualtrics, and 

the resulting demographic distribution of participants is shown in QM Appendix A: Demographics 

of Conjoint Analysis. 

Upon the collection of twenty surveys, 20 regressions were subsequently run to account 

for each participant. Averages of the coefficients relating to each attribute were used as an 

analytical base to measure and evaluate the results. 

                                                
67 “Festival - Desert.” BirkSun, www.birksun.com/collections/all-products/products/festival-festival-desert. 
68 “OffGrid Solar Backpack.” Voltaic Systems, www.voltaicsystems.com/offgrid. 
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The part-worth of 0.73 towards 

$120, which is showed in QM Exhibit 

1: Part-Worths of Attributes from 

Conjoint Analysis, indicated a strong 

preference for lower prices, that 

suggests a consumer’s high sensitivity 

to price.  The negative part-worths in 

the table indicate that our potential 

customers are not inclined to favor a 6,000 mAh battery capacity, a single compartment or a 

waterproof battery pocket as compared to the baseline, suggesting respondents prefer a backpack 

with high quality features at low prices. 

To further assess the relationship between relevant attributes and product price, the creation 

of scatter plots materialized survey results to enable a graphic display (), aiding in visual analysis 

and pattern detection. The graph distinguishes most data points above the x-axis, relaying a 

consumer gravitation to a higher capacity battery. The right skewed spread of the data further 

supports the notion that our potential consumers are sensitive to price. In response to these 

findings, SolPower will target the market corresponding with the data points in the green circle on 

the graph. This cluster displays a similar preference to our main target group. A battery with 12,000 

mAh was chosen as the optimal capacity for SolPower in a response to these findings. Though this 

size battery is optimal for demand, cost and quality of its implementation required close and 

constant communication with operations management to mitigate these risks and ensure a 

deliverance of quality to consumers. 

We will not consider the 

respondents in the blue rectangle due to 

their nature as outliers and irrational 

response: they are willing to pay more for 

a less functional product. 

Analysis of the conjoint survey 

provided a strong foundation on which the 

ensuing marketing questionnaire was 

designed. The marketing focus on product 

QM Exhibit 1: Part-Worths of Attributes from 
Conjoint Analysis 

QM Exhibit 2: Scatter Plot Combining 
Price and Battery Capacity 
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development designed an entirely water-resistant backpack with a 12,000 mAh battery capacity 

and multiple compartments, adhering to consumer demands and to the Qualtrics discoveries. The 

conviction of these consumer preferences were encouraged by the marketing questionnaire; 93% 

of respondents indicated that multiple compartment are somewhat to very important and 86% 

stated water resistance as somewhat to very important. We will be able to achieve consumer 

satisfaction through implementation of consumer’s preferred design at low prices, since the 

marginal cost of providing superior quality features was not high. The price based on our marketing 

demand curve is $127, in line with the preferred cost demonstrated by this first analysis (General 

Appendix A: Consumer Survey) 

RISK 

Our project is exposed to various risks that have different impact and probabilities. These 

risks aided us when deciding which variables to run sensitivity analysis on. After coming up with 

eight possible risks our company could face over the eight years of its existence (shown in the QM 

Appendix C: Cost of Risk Mitigation), we managed to design mitigation plans for the five most 

important risks to be better prepared for any unforeseen circumstances. By assigning a cost to each 

mitigation strategy, we were able to calculate our new NPV under the probability that our major 

risk, unreliable survey results, would happen. 

We will now dive deeper into the 5 major risks we face, and how we plan to mitigate them.  

 
QM Exhibit 3: Risk Assessment Table 
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1 - Unreliable Survey Results 

The most important risk we face as a company is the potential unreliability of our survey 

results. We utilized MTurk to collect data about our target segment White Collar, since it was hard 

for us to reach with standard techniques. While MTurk turned out to be an effective data collection 

method, people who participated in our research might not necessarily be in our target segment 

nor answer questions truthfully. Additionally, we had difficulty reaching out to potential customers 

who lived in all year long hot and sunny climates, ideal weather for promoting our backpack. Since 

we base product’s purchase intent (PI), customer preferences, and preferred distribution channels 

on the survey results, this may have a significant impact on our NPV.  

We believe that this risk has a medium to high probability of actually happening, with a 

high impact on our operations. However, we have effective mitigation strategies, which would 

help us in keeping our NPV positive. These mitigation strategies are: 

● Have scalable workforce and renting space: since the machine operators that work on the 

factory floor are contracted, it would be easy to scale back the workforce if the demand is 

not as strong as previously believed. Our lease agreements with the warehouse landlord 

also provides us with such flexibility, since we would only have a yearly contract. 

● Run surveys yearly: by frequently asking for the opinion of our potential customers, we 

will update our previous demand estimates to reflect real preferences of our target 

segments. This will allow us to order the right amount of raw materials for production. 

Additionally, we will be able to learn about changing trends in the industry before our 

competitors and adapt for those trends in our products. 

● Increase marketing spending for awareness: if demand will not be as strong as expected, 

we will increase marketing spending to increase awareness by 5%, which will cost us 

$92,275. Since the expense is high, we will only be able to afford it from year 3 onwards. 

2 - Material Cost Fluctuation 

We face two types of direct material cost fluctuation: currency exchange rate, since we 

mostly import from China, and the cost of our raw materials. These directly impact our COGS, 

thus resulting in lower profitability. This risk has a very high probability of actually taking place, 

with a medium-low impact. 

Mitigation will be separate for each type of cost fluctuation: 
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● Currency: buying forward contracts will allow us to lock in exchange rates with the CNY, 

the Chinese currency. To cover all the costs, we will have to pay a total of $17,130 in year 

1 and $63,901 in Year 5 (QM Appendix B: Cost of Risk Mitigation); 

● Raw material: when signing contracts with our suppliers, we would make sure to specify 

that we would buy from them only if product prices could be locked for a specified number 

of years. In turn, we would always use them as our supplier for the duration of our project. 

3 - Dysfunctional Features 

As the majority of products on the market, we acknowledge that there might be 

functionality issues with our product and that some of our customers will be disappointed. The 

components that are more prone to failure are the solar panel and cooling material on the back and 

straps of our backpack. To lower the probability of our customer getting a defective product, we 

propose four mitigation strategies: 

● Hire quality control manager: as soon as we can afford it, specifically in Year 3, we will 

hire a manager to strengthen product quality control, which will cost us $91,000 per year; 

● Warranty: we will offer one year warranty, in line with the industry average. Although it 

will cost us 10% of COGS per year, it will reassure our customers about the quality of our 

products; 

● Increase R&D spending: if many of our customers come across the same issues, we will 

hire two additional R&D professionals in Year 3 to improve the quality and durability of 

our backpack; 

● Upgrade to new versions: to further increase customer confidence in our brand, we will 

offer upgrades to newer versions of our backpack. Since we have to cover the COGS and 

shipping, this service will be offered for at least $50 depending on the condition of their 

returned backpack. 

4 - New Fashion and Technology Trends 

We based our project on a research that indicated that more and more people are switching 

to backpacks instead of any other accessories. It is possible that this trend is very short-term and 

our target markets may change their tastes over the lifetime of our project. In order to overcome 

this risk, we will engage in more aggressive marketing or shift our target segment. By increasing 

our marketing spending, focusing on influencers and blogs, we would try to convince customers 

that our product is still trending. Also, using influencers for different target groups, we might be 
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able to shift our target segments, for example to high school students or outdoor activities 

enthusiasts. 

5 - Aggressive Competition 

Since solar backpack industry is on the rise, competition will try to enter the market. This 

is a real risk for our company since new entrants would be able to cut prices, we have a plan to 

fight back the competition, that includes: 

● Patenting will prevent competition from duplicating our product’s features; 

● Licensing will allow other companies to sell our backpack under their name. This will 

result in another stream of revenue; 

● Reverse engineering our competitor’s product if we notice that a better product enters the 

market. We will try to recreate their differentiating factor in our product, to increase 

customer appeal and retain our market share; 

● Encouraging positive reviews will put us in a positive light compared to our competition. 

To do so, we will hire a Digital Marketer, costing us around $48,000. 

We monetized each of our mitigation strategies, which is represented in QM Appendix C: Risk 

Mitigation Cost.  

SENSITIVITY  

 When deciding which variables to use for the sensitivity analysis, we looked at the most 

probable and impactful risks for our project. We also looked at which factors would be affected if 

those risks actually took place. The six variables we chose to study were: ACV, SG&A, Direct 

Materials, Direct Labor, Purchase Intent of our White Collar and our Student segments, and 

manufacturing overhead. 

 We chose ACV because our sales heavily rely on distribution channels, especially in the 

last three years. Since we will be present only online and in independent stores for the first two 

years, most people will not know about our product. Therefore, it is crucial for the success of our 

company to enter as many stores as possible in the following years. Otherwise, our potential 

customers will not be able to touch, feel, or experience our product - meaning to perform activities 

that are important for customers who are purchasing a backpack. SG&A critically affects demand 

due to its direct impact on the Purchase Intent, and NPV due to representing a big portion of our 

overall costs. Consequently, we thought it would be insightful to study its effect on the profitability 
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of our company. Direct Material is another important variable to consider, since we purchase many 

inputs from Chinese suppliers. Prices for our inputs depend both on the raw material costs and 

currency exchange rate between CNY and USD. As both of these factors may significantly vary, 

it may result in a large variability in our costs. Additionally, the materials may vary in quality; 

therefore, there is a risk of us looking for a different supplier in case chosen materials do not work. 

The fourth variable we analyzed was Direct Labor, since we heavily depend on manual labor. In 

fact, we employ 24 factory operators in Year 1 and grow to 73 workers in Year 5. Next, we 

included Purchase Intent as it heavily relies on assumptions made in Marketing, such as the 

effectiveness of our marketing strategies (MK Appendix P: Purchase Intent). We do not have a 

solid evidence to prove that people would definitely buy our products due to the unreliability of 

our survey results, therefore purchase intent could be inflated. For completion, we studied 

Purchase Intent for our two segments independently, to learn which segment is more vital for our 

company. Lastly, we wanted to learn whether our manufacturing overhead (which includes 

utilities, rent, and indirect labor) has a big impact on our NPV. The discovery will tell us whether 

we would be able to spend more money and get a larger manufacturing location over the span of 

our project without highly impacting our NPV. 

 The sensitivity analysis (QM Appendix D1: Sensitivity Analysis) informs us how much 

chosen variables impact the project’s NPV and IRR. We discovered that the most sensitive variable 

is direct material, for which an increase of just $2.75 would cause our NPV to equal to zero. Such 

high sensitivity means that we have no flexibility in our costs of direct materials, and have to avoid 

increasing our direct costs. The second most sensitive variable is SG&A, since it represents a big 

portion of our total costs. The following most sensitive variable is purchase intent for the White 

Collar segment. As the QM Exhibit 4: Sensitivity Analysis below shows, a decrease of 1% in 

purchase intent for this segment would decrease our NPV by 10%, a higher elasticity than purchase 

intent for Students. This might be because they represent a bigger proportion of our sale. This 

shows us that we should concentrate more on the White Collar segment as it has a higher impact 

on our profitability. ACV is also highly elastic. Decreasing our ACV by 1% would result in a 7% 

reduction in our NPV because distribution channels have a direct impact on our demand. We must 

pay close attention to this variable since the retail environment in the US is rapidly evolving, with 

many brick-and-mortar stores closing and sales shifting to online markets. The QM Exhibit 4: 

Sensitivity Analysis below shows the other elasticities/sensitivities and refer to QM Appendix D2: 
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Sensitivity Analysis 2 to learn $ impact on NPV. One of the striking conclusions that the sensitivity 

analysis revealed is that manufacturing overhead is the least sensitive variable we studied. 

Therefore, it tells us that expanding our production to another factory in Year 3 would not have a 

big impact on our NPV. As a result, we have decided that doing so would be favorable for our 

operations.  

QM Exhibit 4: Sensitivity Analysis 

 After studying the sensitivities of our main variables, we have concluded that it is important 

for us to lock in prices for direct materials with our suppliers. This would lower our risk, leaving 

us exposed only to the currency fluctuation between CNY and USD. Furthermore, it is important 

that we use our marketing expenses efficiently, targeting our most important segment, White 

Collar workers, to sustain their purchase intent. Both of these variables would change if our survey 

results are skewed.  

SIMULATION  

 After reviewing results from the sensitivity analysis, we decided to run simulations on the 

most sensitive variables that impact our NPV and can be managed. These factors are customers’ 

purchase intent (PI), ACV, SG&A, direct materials, and direct labor. To be as realistic as possible, 

we found simulation parameters through our extensive research online. 

Purchase Intent 

For the White Collar segment, we believe that it is more likely that the PI will be lower 

than the one reported in the marketing questionnaire (General Appendix A: Consumer Survey), as 

a 23.4% PI is very high. Therefore we chose to run a triangular simulation over a normal one, with 

a base case of 23.4%. We found that usually 15% of survey respondents lie when answering 

surveys.69 Therefore, we believe that there is a higher probability for a lower demand than for a 

                                                
69 Data, Small. “Small Data: Do People Lie in Surveys?” BBC News, BBC, 22 Sept. 2014 
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higher demand. Hence, our minimum was estimated to be 19.9%, 15% lower than the base case 

since and the maximum was calculated to be 25%, 7.5% higher than the base case. For the Student 

segment, we estimated PI to follow a normal distribution with a base case 8.9% and a 10% standard 

deviation based on the base case. We used 10% as we believe the they answered our surveys more 

honestly and the current PI reflects reality (QM Exhibit 5: Base Case of Sensitivity Analysis 

Variables). 

 When running the combined simulation, we set the correlation between Students and White 

Collar professionals to be 0.5. We believe these two segments are not highly correlated; however, 

some students will become working professionals with time. Since PI of the White Collar segment 

has a significant impact on the NPV, running a simulation on just this PI would result in a high 

NPV variability. However, when we ran the simulation on the correlated PI of both segments, the 

probability of a negative NPV was only 2.8%. Therefore, we are confident the demand levels will 

be enough to keep our NPV positive.  

ACV 

 We decided to study ACV as a triangular distribution, with a base case of 14.16%, depicted 

in QM Exhibit 5: Base Case of Sensitivity Analysis Variables, which is in line with our marketing 

strategy results. (MK Appendix K: ACV) Our minimum ACV was estimated as the difference 

between the base case and the percentage of brick and mortar retail stores that are closing each 

year in the US. That number was found by multiplying the amount of backpacks we sell in these 

stores (88%) by  15%70 - adjustment for closed retail stores. For the maximum value, we used the 

yearly growth of the online sales in the US (equals to 25%)71, adjusted by the amount we sell 

online (12%).  

 Even though the retail environment is rapidly changing and our sales heavily depend on 

the strength of our distribution channels, we found that by simulating ACV our NPV will be 

negative only 4.8% of the time. However, the mean of the NPV for this simulation is the lowest of 

all the simulations at $739,401. Although ACV is not the most sensitive variable, we should avoid 

losing our retailer distribution.  

 

                                                
70 Malcolm, Hadley. “Macy's to Close 100 Stores as Big-Box Retailer Shrinks Further.” USA 
Today, Gannett Satellite Information Network, 12 Aug. 2016 
71 Levy, Adam. “Amazon's U.S. Online Sales Growth Last Year Was More Than Everyone Else's Combined.” The 
Motley Fool, The Motley Fool, 10 Feb. 2017 
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SG&A 

 SG&A will vary mostly due to the change in prices of our marketing expenses, while 

administrative expenses will stay more or less constant throughout the years. When we constructed 

our IMC and got quotes for various marketing strategies, we picked the average price from the 

range listed. Therefore, we used a normal distribution for SG&A with a standard deviation of 12% 

of the base case spending, which is the mean of standard deviations in billboard costs in various 

targeted cities (MK Appendix F: IMC Schedule) 

After running the simulation on SG&A, the probability of our NPV being less than zero 

was equal to 13.2% (QM Appendix G: SG&A). This is the highest probability out of all the 

simulations we ran and we believe it is due to the fact that SG&A represent a big portion of our 

total costs. However, we are confident that our SG&A spending will not create a negative NPV, 

since it is a cost directly controlled by management. 

Direct Materials 

 After locking in prices with our suppliers, the direct material cost will depend on the 

currency exchange and probability that we will have to find new materials for our product. The 

currency will expose us to 2% variability,72 found as the volatility between CNY and USD. 

Material change needs expose us to a 5% variability. This is a premise we assumed after studying 

number times we changed materials needed in the Bill of Materials we created for OM (OM 

Appendix C: Bill of Materials). Since these variabilities can both benefit and hurt our company, 

we used a normal distribution, with a standard deviation of 7% from our base case, or $1.83. Our 

base case cost of direct materials per unit is $26.15 (QM Exhibit 6: Base Case of Sensitivity 

Analysis Variables). 

 The simulation shows that the probability of the NPV being negative is 6.7%, the second 

highest probability of all the simulations. We mention our mitigation strategies late in the section.  

Direct Labor 

 For our direct labor cost per unit simulation we decided to use a triangular distribution with 

a minimum of $7.9, which was calculated as the state minimum hourly pay of $7.25 per hour times 

the number of hours worked in a day divided over the units produced in an hour. a base case of 

                                                
72 RMB USD：Kauppi, Jorma. “Currency Chart 2011-2015 EUR/CNYUS Dollar / Chinese 

Yuan  Jan 03 2011 - Dec 31 2015.”  
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$8.7 (QM Exhibit 5: Base Case of Sensitivity Analysis Variables), was calculated in a similar 

fashion but using our actual hourly wage of $8. The maximum value was found by studying the 

increase in minimum wage in Utah over the past 10 years, which was 40%, and using that value 

in the same calculation as before, resulting in the final value of $11.1. 

 Direct labor cost has a relatively low impact on our NPV, which is consistent with our 

results in the sensitivity analysis. Although we are labor intensive, at maximum demand we 

employ 73 factory workers in Year 5 that have a small impact on our overall costs. NPV will be 

negative only 0.2% of the time. 

QM Exhibit 5: Base Case of Sensitivity Analysis Variables 

Overall, we found that costs have a higher negative impact on the NPV than the variables 

that affect revenues. As we saw above, the variability in the direct material cost per unit and in 

SG&A cost simulation result in a negative NPV more often than the other variables. As a company, 

we will need to manage costs more efficiently since we have a direct control over them. 

All Variables 

 The last simulation we 

ran used all the variables 

mentioned above as inputs. Our 

NPV has a probability of being 

positive 54.3% of the time, due to 

high sensitivities of our variables. 

The uncertainties laid out in the 

Risk section suggest that these 

factors may change over the 

years. 

 
QM Exhibit 6: Tornado Chart of All Variables Simulations 
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RISK MITIGATION 

 We believe that the worst case NPV of our project would take place if the survey results 

we collected are extremely skewed. It implies that the purchase intent for our2 two segments would 

be lower than expected, which in turn would reduce our revenues, keeping other costs constant. 

We estimated that in this scenario our demand would be 15% lower than the base case for each 

year. Since the demand is one of the biggest drivers of our valuation, dropping it by 15% would 

dramatically decrease our project’s NPV. Under the worst case scenario, our mean NPV would be 

equal to -$1,429,000, being positive only 12.9% of times. (QM Appendix K1: Worst Case 

Simulation & QM Appendix K2: Tornado Chart of Worst Case Simulation)  

To mitigate this risk, we plan on investing in better marketing strategies (MK Appendix F: 

IMC Schedule) to achieve our goal of increasing awareness by 5% Year 3 to Year 5. This will cost 

us $92,275 each year, decreasing the mean of the distribution, but keeping the same standard 

deviation. We also plan on conducting surveys every year to regularly adjust our expected demand. 

Conducting surveys will cost $15,000 per year, further decreasing the mean of the SG&A 

distribution. This will allow us to order a correct amount of raw materials and guide us on how 

much we could scale back our workforce and leased space. These measures combined would 

decrease our expenses by $305,943 (QM Exhibit 4: Cost of Risk Mitigation). The distribution of 

the cost of direct labor per unit will not be affected. However, total direct labor distribution will 

have a lower mean, maximum and minimum, which drops by the amount we scale back. The same 

applies to the total overhead distribution.  

 After mitigating for the risk of unreliable survey results and increasing spending on 

awareness, we believe our demand would decrease by only 5%, compared to our base case. We 

then ran a simulation with the updated demand, including marginal benefits and costs in our model. 

Following the mitigation, our mean NPV will be equal to $122,430, a huge improvement compared 

to the one prior the mitigations. Furthermore, the NPV will be positive 53% of the times compared 

to only 12.9% before our adjustments. That means that we were able to mitigate the risk 

effectively. Overall though, the post-mitigation distribution will have the same dispersion as the 

pre-mitigation distribution since we are mostly mitigating for the mean of the distribution of the 

affected variables but not their variability. Also, the mean NPV post-mitigation will still be below 

the base case mean NPV. 
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QM Exhibit 7: Simulation Summary Table 
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New Product Survey 
Instructions: We are a team of Boston University students working on a new product project.  
Please answer the questions as carefully and as honestly as possible.  We will keep your 
responses confidential. 
 
Q1. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the following 
statements. 
 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

Neither 
Agree Nor 
Disagree Agree 

Strongly 
Agree 

I am a backpack user.      
Backpacks are my preferred 
type of bag.      

When I use a backpack, I 
sweat.      

When I use a backpack and I 
sweat, it bothers me.      

I engage in outdoor activities.      
When I engage in outdoor 
activities, I use a backpack.      

I use my backpack for work or 
school.      

 
Q2. When you are making a decision to buy a backpack, how important are the following 
attributes? 
 

Not at all 
important 

Not very 
important 

Somewhat 
important 

Very 
important 

Extremely 
important  

Aesthetically pleasing      
Spacious      
Multiple compartments      
Comfortable straps and back 
support      

Water-resistant      
Durability      
Lightweight      
Multi-functional  
(can be used on multiple 
occasions such as work, 
school, hiking, beach, etc.) 
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Please see product description on that last page before answering the following questions. As 
you view our product, please be 100% truthful, there are no right or wrong answers 
 
Q3. Now that you have reviewed our product concept, how interested would you be in this 
product if it became available? 
     Extremely      Very        Somewhat              Not very          Not at all 
     interested  interested        interested  interested         interested 
        ____     ____                       ____                     ____                        ____ 
 
Q4. If you were to buy our product, how important to you are the following attributes? 
 

Not at all 
important 

Not very 
important 

Somewhat 
important 

Very 
important 

Extremely 
Important 

Cooling material on the straps 
and back      

Charging speed      
Battery size      
Water-resistant internal material      
Water-resistant external material      
Long battery life      
Lightweight      

 
Q5. Now that you have reviewed our product concept, what would you expect to see this 
product sold at for retail? 
___$120-$132.99   ___ $133-$145.99   ___ $146-$158.99 ___ $159-$171.99 ___ $172-184.99 
 
Q6. At the price you just indicated, what is the likelihood you will buy the product? 
     Definitely  Probably  Not              Probably          Definitely 
      not buy   not buy            sure       buy                          buy 
        ____     ____                       ____                     ____                        ____ 
 
Q7.  How often would you buy such a product? 
____ Once a year or more                     ____ Every two years                      ____ Every 3+ years 
 
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a corporation’s way of supporting communities around 
the world, helping the environment or just giving back.  For example, a corporation can do this 
through recycling, giving portions of their profit to communities in need, or volunteering. 
 
Q8. If the company selling this product were to donate 2.5% of its profit to provide solar panels 
to villages in Africa with no access to electricity, would this change your intent to purchase? 
____ I would be significantly more likely to buy this product. 
____ I would be slightly more likely to buy this product. 
____ My purchase intention would not change.  
 
Q9. If the company selling this product were to donate 2.5% of its profit to provide scholarships 
to students in South American that pursue renewable-energy-related engineering programs, 
would this change your intent to purchase? 
____ I would be significantly more likely to buy this product. 
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____ I would be slightly more likely to buy this product. 
____ My purchase intention would not change.  
 
Q10.  Which of the following names do you think best fits our product? 
____ SolarPacky ____ SCP (Sol Cool Power 
____ CoolPac ____ CoolyBag 
____ SolCool ____ Other 
 
Q11. Where would you expect to find this product? (Check all that apply.) 
____ Own website ____ Other online stores (Amazon, etc.) 
____ Electronics store (BestBuy, etc.) ____ Superstore (Target, Walmart, etc.) 
____ Backpack or Outdoor Specialty Store ____ Department Store (Nordstrom, etc.) 
 
Q12. Please answer the following: 
 

Extremely 
likely 

Somewhat 
likely 

Neither 
likely not 
unlikely 

Somewhat 
unlikely 

Extremely 
unlikely 

How Likely would you be to 
buy this backpack online?      

How likely would you read 
reviews about this product 
before purchasing? 

     

How likely would you be to 
ask your friend about this 
product before purchasing? 

     

 
Q13. Where would you expect to learn about our product? (Please rank it from 1 to 9 with 1 
being the most likely to learn about and 9 being the least likely to learn about) 
____ Social Media ____ Radio Advertising 
____ Billboards ____ Magazine 
____ Influencers ____ TV Advertising 
____ School Bookstore ____ Friends or Relatives 
____ Outdoor Specific Catalogs 
 
For Classification purposes please answer the following. 
Q14. Gender 
      ____ Male                  ____ Female                 ____ Other               ____ Prefer not to specify 
 
Q15. Age: 
____ Under 18       ____ 18-24       ____ 25-34     ____ 35-44  ____ 45-54     ____ 55+ 
 
Q16. State: __________________________________________________________________ 
 
Q17. Occupation:______________________________________________________________ 
 
Q18. Income Level: 
____ $49,999 and under ____ $50,000-$74,999 
____ $75,000 and up ____ Prefer not to specify 
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Product Description: You have an opportunity to learn and provide your input about our solar-

powered backpack idea. The backpack features a solar panel on its front that, when exposed to 

the sun, transforms solar energy into electrical energy. That electric energy is then transmitted 

to a portable battery. In return, that battery will be able to charge your devices (phones and 

tablets). The backpack also implements a cooling material on its straps and back which 

provides refreshing relief when you sweat. This backpack would be used for school, work, and 

outdoor activities such as hiking and camping. 

 

  

 


